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CHAPTER I 

Enl.ymes 

1.1 Introduction to Enzymes 

Ch~micul readiollS play crudul rok, in Ii,.-ing orguni:;ms. lh~ collection of 

hi(",h~mi~al reaclions ~>senli<ll 10 m<lint<lining lik knO\\ll as metabolism]I] o<:curs at 

the cellular Incl ant] il j~ a continuous reooeS' IhroughoUI the Iii!: or <In ()'g<!nism. 

Some nlclabo.)li~ pn)(:cssc~ involve the huild-up of nc" tissue" replacement or ()ld 

li>SlIcs. COIl' ~l'sioll of fl>od 10 cll~rgy. disposal of waste materials, and reproduction]I]. 

The majority ofbi"chcrnil"ai n:adi"n, arc non-~p"nt.ancous making Ihc 'yslcm mOre 

vi<lblc by prcwnting misplaced and untimely reactions from occurring. "aturc 

~ll1ploys lh~ phenomenon of catalysis to make these reactions kasible at {he 

appropriate IOGuj()ns and limes. A l";)l;!iy'l inn~<lS~S lh~ r<ll~ or u chemi~<ll rC<ldion 

\\ithom it,df undergoing any pcml<lncnl ~hcl1lical ~hange. C<ltulysls or biu'chemi<:al 

r~adions arc rdcl'J"e"d to as cnzyme-s. \\hieh are a special class of pmte-ins. In the 

ahsence of enzym~> th~ bioch~lllical J"e"actions takc place- at e-xtJ"e"lllely low rate-s which 

arC far «)o 10\\ for the pa~e ()fm~tutx,li,mlli. 

Fi~" r< 1.1 Look alld t-:~) mechani3m of enz, matic catalysis. 

hn/}mcs <lrc v~ry ~mci~nl c<ltulysls, otkn far supcnor 10 conventional che-Illical 

nnalvst~ _ am] lh~rdor~ ar~ incre<lSingly us~d in a widc range of industrics. Somc of 

the- other signifinmt differen~es b.;elween mnventional ~hel1li~al ~atalySl' and 

~nzymes are their regiospccificity, ste-reospedfkity and substrate ,pc~ifidty. 
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Because of this specificity, a chosen reaction is catalysed by enzymes to the exclusion 

of side-reactions, eliminating undesirable by-products. The specificities of enzymes 

are generally explained in terms of to the "lock and key" mechanism. A schematic 

representation of this mechanism is given in Figure 1.1. 

1.2 Structure of Enzymes 

The major constituent of enzymes is protein; generally enzymes are globular proteins. 

The primary structure of an enzyme is defined as the amino acid sequence of its 

polypeptide chain or chains. The higher levels of protein structure - secondary, 

tertiary and quaternary - refer to the three-dimensional shapes of folded polypeptide 

chains. The activities of enzymes are governed by their three-dimensional structures. 

The catalytic activity is performed by only a small number of amino acids in an 

enzyme. The region of the structure that contains the catalytic amino acids is referred 

to as the active site. In the active site the functional groups are arranged in such a way 

that they can take part in a specific chemical reaction. Some enzymes are composed 

purely of proteins while others contain some non-protein moieties, which are usually 

either carbohydrates, metal ions (Fe3
+ ,Zn2

+ , Cu2
+ ), co-enzymes or a combination of 

these species, which mayor may not participate in the catalytic activity of the 

enzyme[2J• Generally, covalently attached carbohydrate groups that are found in 

proteins have no direct influence on the catalytic activity, but they are related to the 

enzyme's stability and solubility. The metal ions that are bound to an enzyme via 

noncovalent or covalent bonds are called cofactors and they are often important to 

both the activity and the stability ofthe enzymes. 

1.3 The Mechanism of Enzyme Catalysis 

1.3.1 Energetics 

In any chemical reaction, the reactant molecules must contain sufficient energy to 

cross a potential energy barrier, i.e. the activation energy, in order for the reaction to 

occur. In general, the intrinsic energy of most molecules is not sufficient to overcome 

the activation energy. 

2 
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It is therefore necessary either to lower the potential energy barrier to the reaction or 

to supply more energy to the reactants so that the reaction may be propelled over the 

barrier. 

The enzyme energetics are best explained by the Transition State (TS) Theory[3, 4]. In 

the TS theory, the only physical entities considered are the ground state and the 

transition state (the most unstable species on the reaction pathway). The TS occurs at 

the peak of the energy profile of an enzymatic reaction, implying its high instability. 

In the transition state the chemical bonds are in the process of being made and broken. 

The energetics of a typical enzymatic reaction is illustrated in Figure 1.2 where E and 

S are the enzyme and the substrate (reactants) respectively. In the absence of the 

enzyme, the reaction proceeds via transition state TSu with activation energy of G~ 
(dotted line). The rate of the reaction shown in Figure 1.2 is given by equation 1.1 

where k is the ordinary rate constant of the elementary reaction and k' the rate 

constant for the decomposition of the TSu to products. 

d~] == k[E][S] == k'[TSJ ( 1.1) 

In TS theory, it is assumed that the transition state is in thermodynamic equilibrium 

with the ground state, that is, 

K* == [TSuJ 
[E][S] 

where K* is an equilibrium constant, which can be expressed as 

- RTlnK* == /)"G* u 

where T is the absolute temperature and R is the gas constant. 

(1.2) 

( 1.3) 

The combination of the equations 1.1 to 1.3 yields equation 1.4, where k' is defined as 

k' = kBTI h ; in which kB• T and h are Boltzmann constant, absolute temperature and 

Planck's constant respectively. 

( 1.4) 

3 
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I he equation 1.4 indicates that the rate of the reaetion ucpcncb 1l()t only on the 

nl11~entration of its rea~tants. but also de<:reases exponentially withC; . Thus. the 

larg~r the free energy difTerenc~ between the transition >late and the reactants, that is, 

the l~~, ~tahl~ th~ transilion SWk. the more slowly the rea<.:tion proceeds. Enzymes 

function hy fOnlling a transitiml 8lale with 0"" r~actallh of lo"~r fr~e energy (han 

would he found in the uncalalyscd reaction anJ s.o increa~c (he reaction nHe. Thi~ i~ 

rdi;,rred 10 as tramitil\n state stabilisation mechanism. l'he principle TS s.tabilisation 

mechani~ms u8~d by ~nzyme8 are proton transfer and dtttrostatie stabilisation. 

E+S 

• 

• 

TS, .... " . . ' .... '. • • · '. • • • 
• 
• • 

TS" 

T " 

• • , 

Reactio~ C<><>rdinate 

t 

\G' • 

t 
lIG' • 

I 
E+P 

Fij(ure (.2 Fn:c e"ergy f'C"iilo "fan on7ymo-coTalysed roacTi(>I1 

The acti,ation encrgy bmrilT of an enzymatic rcaniml can al~o hte l!l\\ereJ by mean~ 

oLl~r than TS 8tabilisation. In this context, thc most important mechanis.m is the initial 

hinding of ~uhstrale to it~ ~nzyme in an orientmion that will fa<.:ilitate the reaction. 

lhe binding encrgy rclca<,Cu from thi8 proc~~~ i8 partially utili8eJ to r~dlLce the 

opposing activation cntropy barrier. The activalion entropy nriglllatc~ from the lm,~ of 

lhe reactant and catalytic groups' translational and rotational enlropy. Othcr factors 

contrihlIling to the lowering of activation entropy arc thc introduction of s.train into 

the reactants (allowing mOre hillJing energy to 1'><' availabk for the tran~itiOll ~tak) 

and the desolvation of reacting and catalysing ionic groups. 

4 
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v ...................................................................... . 
max 

o '---------------... {S] o 

Figure1.3 A Plot of the velocity (v) of a simple enzymatic reaction 

versus substrate concentration 

The Michaelis constant KM in equation 1.5 is defined as the substrate concentration at 

which the reaction velocity is half V max. The kinetic phenomena for a single substrate 

enzymatic reaction can be explained by the Michaelis-Menten mechanism (Figure 

1.4) 

Figure 1.4 A Typical enzymatic reaction 

where the catalytic reaction is divided into two processes. First the enzyme (E) and 

substrate (8) form an enzyme-substrate complex (£8) and this step is assumed to be 

rapid, reversible and chemically inactive, i.e. no chemical reaction takes place in this 

step. The ES is then converted into product by means of chemical reactions with a 

first order rate constant keat. The equilibrium constant for the first stern is given by Ks. 

6 
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From Figure 1.4 , 

K == [EHS] 
S [ES] 

( 1.6) 

and 

Rate(v):::; kCG1[ES] (1.7) 

Also, the total enzyme concentration [Eh and the concentration of the free enzyme 

[E] are related by 

[E]:::; [E]r - [ES] (1.8) 

when V max is given as 

( 1.9) 

From the equations 1.6 to 1.9, it is possible to show that: 

(1.10) 

Equation 1.10 is identical to equation 1.5 where KM is equal to the disassociation 

constant of the enzyme-substrate complex Ks. The enzyme-substrate complex is the 

foundation of enzyme kinetics and is often termed the Michaelis complex. The 

kinetics of all enzymatic reactions are studied with the Michaelis-Menten mechanism 

or with extended and / or modified Michaelis-Menten mechanisms such as the Briggs

Maldane and Briggs-Haldane mechanisms[41. 

1.3.3 Inhibition 

The activity of enzymes can be reduced by certain substances, which make reversible 

complexes with enzymes, thus influencing the binding of the substrate. Substances 

that reduce enzyme activity in this fashion are termed inhibitors. There are four main 

types of inhibition; competitive, non-competitive, un competitive and mixed 

inhibition. 

7 
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(a) Competitive Inhibition 

If an inhibitor (1) binds to the active site of the enzyme reversibly and 

prevents the binding of the substrate (S), I and S are competing for the 

active site and I is termed a competitive inhibitor. 

I, K, S, Ks kC8/ 

EJ .... ... E ~ ES --;0. E+P 

Figure 1.5 Michaelis-Menten mechanism of competitive inhibition 

In competitive inhibition, a simple Michaelis-Menten mechanism (Figure 

1.4) will have an additional equilibrium which is represented by the 

equilibrium constant K, in Figure 1.5. The overall rate of a competitive 

inhibition reaction is given as (based on Michaelis-Menten equation) 

[E]o[S]kCG/ 
V :::: -----'---'-"'---

K M (1 + [1] I K f) + [S] 
( 1.11) 

(b) Non-competitive, Uncompetitive and Mixed Inhibition 

When an inhibitor (I) and the substrate (S) simultaneously bind to the 

enzyme instead of competing for the same active site, different inhibition 

patterns occur (Figure 1.6). 

S, K'M k cat 
E ... .... ES • 

I, K[ 1l S,KM 

El ... ... 
1lr. K~. 

ES 1 ,.. 

Figure 1.6 Non-competitive, Uncompetitive and Mixed Inhibition 

In non-competitive inhibition, ESI does not react (i.e. K'=O) and the 

dissociation constants of S from ES and ESI are the same (i.e. KM = K'M). 

An inhibition in which both kcat and K' are affected is termed mixed 

inhibition. Uncompetitive inhibition occurs when an inhibitor binds to ES 

but not to E. 

8 
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1.4 Classes of Enzymes 

The enzymes are classified into six main classes according to the reactions that they 

catalysed. These classes are given below. 

I. Oxidoreductases: This class of enzymes catalyses redox reactions where there 

is a transfer of hydrogens, oxygens or electrons between molecules. This 

extensive class includes the dehydrogenases (hydride transfer), oxidases 

(electron transfer to molecular oxygen), oxygenases (oxygen transfer from 

molecular oxygen) and peroxidases (electron transfer to peroxide). 

II. Transferases: The reactions where transfer of an atom or group of atoms (e.g. 

acyl-, alkyl- and glycosyl-), between two molecules (excluding such transfers 

as are classified in the other groups) takes place are catalysed by this class of 

enzymes. 

m. Lyases: Elimination reactions in which a group of atoms is removed from the 

substrate are catalysed by Iyases. This class of enzymes includes the subclasses 

aldolases, decarboxylases, dehydratases and some pectinases. 

IV. Isomerases: This class of enzymes catalyses molecular isomerisation reactions. 

This includes epimerases, racemases and intramolecular transferases. 

V. Ligases: This category of enzymes is also known as synthetases. The 

biochemical reactions that involve the formation of a covalent bond joining two 

molecules together are catalysed by these enzymes. 

VI. Hydrolases: This class of enzymes catalyses the reactions which involve 

hydrolytic reactions and their reversaL This is the most commonly encountered 

class of enzymes in biological systems and therefore has a vast range of catalytic 

activity and a great deal of importance. Based on the bonds that they act upon, 

hydro lases can be further classified into several subclasses, which are given in 

Table 1.1. 

Among the many types of hydrolase enzymes, glycosylases are of prime importance 

as they are involved in many biochemical reactions which are crucial to the existence 

of organisms. Special attention will be given to glycosyJases later in this chapter as 

the enzyme studied for this thesis belongs to that category. 

9 
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Subclass 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

1.5 Glycosylases 

Type of bond acted on 

bonds in sugars (glycosylases) 

carbon-nitrogen bonds, other than peptide bonds 

carbon-carbon bonds 

phosphorus-nitrogen bonds 

carbon-phosphorus bonds 

carbon-sulfur bonds 

ester bonds (esterase) 

peptide bonds (peptidases) 

acid anhydrides 

halide bonds 

sulfur-nitrogen bonds 

sulfur-sulfur bonds 

Table 1.1 Subclasses of Hydrolases 

Glycosylases are a subclass of hydrolases and can be categorised further according to 

the type of glycosidic bond that they cleave. These categories are glycosidases, the 

enzymes hydrolysing 0- and S-glycosyl compounds and N-glycosidases, the enzymes 

hydrolysing N-glycosyl compounds. 

A glycosidic bond is formed when the anomeric group of a sugar condenses with an 

alcohol to form alpha and beta glycosides which are cyclic acetals or ketals. An N

glycosidic bond is formed when the anomeric carbon forms a bond with an amine, 

and they are the bonds that connect D-ribose to purines and pyrimidines in the nucleic 

acids. These two types of bonds are shown in Figure 1.7 Under normal physiological 

conditions, the hydrolysis of these bonds is extremely slow, necessitating the action of 

glycosylases. The two subclasses of glycosyJases play crucial roles at two distinct 

locations in metabolism. Glycosidases are involved in detaching required 

monosaccharides from their polysaccharides and N-glycosidases are mainly involved 

in manipulating genetic material (DNA I RNA). 

10 
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~:rt) 
N N 

HO 
N_glyco"dic bond 

1.5.1 N-G lycosidases and Hase Excision 

Dam~g~ to g~n~li~ mnlen,,1 In a living cd! Can occur ns n result of various 

~ndogen"", and ~x()gcno\l' processes. Undel' normal condiLlollS elld()g~nm'-' 

processes arc the maior source of damage III nnJ Ihese pro~ess~s include oxidation 

by )Xroxides. sponLaneous Jam"g~ . melhylation and so j')rth. rhc resulting lesions 

dramatically decelerale OJ' pr~\enl \he Lell"lar replication and ,-;(line Ic.,;ons cr~atc 

lllulali",,>. lhereby generating a cytotoxic effect. 

Repairing a damaged base in Ilucleic matel'inl (D:-JA and RKA) lS nilical 10 cellular 

replic;ltion. A combinalion of ellZ)'llles is re>ponsih le li)T the hase repair mechanism 

ill the "elL \\-i!h most lypes of damage, the base repair mechanism is iniliated by K

gl ywsylases. Thc_", en/.ymes emaly,e toc h} drolysis of the :-I-gl: co ,ide bOlld iJ<e1 w~ell 

a damaged hase and lh~ _,ugm-phosphm~ b'lckoone. Th~ type orba8~ r~pair inilimed 

by gl}cosyla~s is known n8 ba~ excision repair (RFR). becallse it removcs free 

base> Irom nuddL mal~rial 11m, RER l'n"ehanislll prolects the cell from cytotoxic 

ellied, n~ned hy damaged base" 

, .. lthough ba8~ excision is a mechanism ~ss~nliallO eell function. it enn Ix fntlll i['m 

l!ndamag~d base or lh~ original gcndic scqucncc is removed. Rioo>ome ]naLti,ating 

Proleins (RIP) are a da" or eJI/}'nle (gl}cosylascs) lhnt opel'1ltes in l]~ abo\'e lit,hjOll_ 

and I.hese ar~ well kno\\n as C}lotoxins. This t]~sis is focused Oll a m~mb~r of RIP 

f,lllliiy nnd RIPs me diS(;u>~d Ixlo\\'. 
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1.6 Ribosome-Inactivating Proteins (RIP) 

Ribosome-inactivating proteins (RIPs) are a special group of base excision enzymes 

(N-glycosidases) that distinctively cleave nucleo-bases and render them inactive. RIPs 

are therefore referred to as cytotoxins. This class of proteins is generally found in 

plants. Some of many plants[6J that produce RIP and accumulate them are; Ricinus 

communis (castor bean plant), Abrus precatorius (jequirity bean plant), Trichosanthes 

kirilowii and Momordica charantia. The RIPs have a wide distribution in nature. They 

are present mostly in Angiospermae, both mono- and dicotyledons[6J, in mushrooms[7] 

and in an alga, Laminaria japonic(PJ, The amount of RIPs in plant tissues is highly 

variable, ranging from traces to hundreds of milligrams per 100 g[61• The RIPs can be 

found localised to one type oftissue or distributed in different types of tissues. 

Ribosome inactivating proteins are classified into three types. Type I is composed of 

a single polypeptide chain, whereas type II is a heterodimer consisting of an A chain, 

functionally equivalent to a type I, which is attached to a sugar-binding B chain. Type 

HI is a single chain containing an extended carboxyl-terminal domain with unknown 

function. A schematic representation of these different types of RIPs is given in 

Figure 1.8 (adopted from [6J ). Although, these plant proteins are known for their 

activity of depurinating ribosomes at the sarcin/ricin (SIR) loop of the r-RNA, there is 

no clear answer to the question of why plants synthesise and accumulate RIPs. 

Interestingly, their biological action still remains open to speculation although RIPs 

were first identified more than 100 years ago. 

1.7 Ricin 

Ricin which is one of the best known RIPs today, is isolated from Ricinus communis 

(Castor bean plant) [9, IOJ. It was first identified and named "Ricin" after the work of 

H. Stillmark in 1888 [IIJ. As this was the first time a well-defined biological activity 

had been assigned to a plant protein, the identification of Ricin was an important 

milestone in biochemistry. 

12 
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TYPE 1 

TYPE2 

TYPE 3 

A Chain B Chain 

Poly~ptide with 
enzymic activity 

Carbohydrate 
binding domain 

S.S·I Polypeptide wit~ 
lactin ~ctivity 

C~rbohydr.te 
side chains 

Polypeptide w,th 
unknown ~ctivity 

Fig" rO l.~ j ypes of Ribosome lnacth'ating PrOlei"" 

Thc currcnt applications of [icin range from therapeutic agent>; 'lL~h a, 

immunoto~m~lll l 10 biological w~apnn~_ Tb~ ca,lor t>t;,an plant, ca,tnr secds and the 

thr~~ JIITIcn,innal ,Iructurc of ricin arc prl'~':nled in Figure I. \I, 11\c toxic dose of ricin 

Ibr humarl, is likely to be in the 0.1·1.0 !lglkg range. and it has bc~n ranked among 

the most toxic substanc~s knownl"l]. 

(h) (e) 

Figure 1.9 (a), C .stm Ilean PI""t (bJ C~'I<..- S.cd, (oJ. Ricill"poce rll ling strlLctLlL', 

13 
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Ricin i, a h.:taodimcric (1\-13 type) protein and its capability of blocking the 

mcchani,m of protein synth<"is W,(' tirst identitied by T.in dJI. ill 1977[131. The ricin 

A-chJin (RTA) sh(l\\s the CJwlytic Jctivit} "hile lh~ R-chain facilitate~ the diredion 

or the A-chain to the "ell ~l1rfa"e. The <;lrndllre of RIA is given in FigllfC 1.1 0. The A 

chain" reka,cd to ihc cell by cleaving thc disulfidc bond and it is then intemiJ.!ised 

by endocytosisll-ll, The RTA is then directed to the erl<joplJsmic reliculum via 

retrograde transpol1 11 51 Jlld sut"equel1tly it is moved to the 9tosol "herein it hind, to 

il "))<,citic nockotide scqocnce on the sarcin-ricin tdra loop of the 2~S ribosomal 

RNA 

Fi~ur. 1.IU Ridn -" chain 

14 
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The (jA(ji\ tetra I,x>p of the skm- I(){,p strnC1L"~ of ribosollw is spe~ili~ally 

depurimkd by RTA c~t~lys,,1 1 6J A'''' is the spe~ili~ adenine orthe 2);S rilx)somal 

RNA (rat) that is rmH'\l'd h) RTA emal}SlSl"1 rhe r-KJ\A targ~t ,it~ for ricin is 

""hematica]l" pr~s~nted inl'igurc I, II, 

C G '+/ G A G 

---,1---,---1 J J 1 J 
RNA Back Bone 

b~ur" L t t r-RNA [urgel for RicHl 

Remo\'al of adenine 4324 de,troys an dongatinn faoor (EF) bind ing: sit~ 11'1 of th~ 

riboSDmaIRN.-'I (l'igur~ 1.12 (aJ) . Asa r~slJ1t, th~mowm~nt ofm-RN,-\ /Tlh"SOlll~ is 

lost. Con>eqncntiy. th~ protdn synth~si s ~~Il,~S and "~ll d~'ilh i, ~alLsed. i\ sd,clllatic 

reprcscntiltlOn of tlw illT~sting of lh~ prokin ,ynlhcsi, b) Ricin is ~ivcn in Jiigure 

1 12 

('J (bJ 

Fi;:H'-e 1.1 ~ C easing Protein ~)'I1Ih<,i, 1>,. Ricin. 

Bindinx 'd elongation faelor Joe~ nO! OCCUr as .lllIm n infigure (b) l>,hel1 rieill destroys 

the U ' .lire shown in (a), The /0.1.1 u{muhililY ulm-KXA riliusume muses Ihe whole 

prorein symhesis mechallism to cease. 
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hknlitic<llion of its t<lrget adrnine bJ ricin anwng millions of othrr nudeo bases is 

ljullC Inlriguing:Jrld lhe nocl ProL~SS is yet unknowll. It has k~n suggested th<ll ric'in 

might u,e a b~sc nipping rne~hanisrn I" d,,~J... ils largd ",lenine Ie> Ihe acli,~ sil~II~J 

According to the proposed mechani~m. R I A eatah li~ reacti"n pn>e~eds via an S" I 

rne~_h;!I1i'm, forming an oxacarhcnium intemledime folle>\.\ed by additi,'n ofwm~r in ~ 

sep:lr~I~ Sll'P 11', IDl. The j"ml<1li"n "j" the Iransilion slal~ <II Ih~ octiYe ,ile imml,es 

je~ving group ~Llivation, o~~carocnium ion j(lnnalion and gcnnali,lO "rlbe irl\.'ipicnl 

waler nlldce>phijefln It is ~ssul1\ed that the I~a\ing adeni~ is partially prolonated by 

ARG 18t!. r{~sidll~ G1.U 177 is a'slimed to be stabilizing the oxocarbeniulll ion and 

10 act as a bas.e to polarise Ih~ auacJ...ing \.\a\erI2II, The c"mplel~ readion mechanism 

of ricin still rcrn~ins unknown. Th~ proposed mechanism is presented in Figure 1 13 

1 
1 
! [ 

'·1"_0] 

I l~ 
"I .' 

Extent of Reaction 

ricur. 1,1,\ Pmpos<d 1\-\«h"Jlism fo< R j A cataly,;;.. 

Fre,' RICII1_J rh,,,Jt (RTA, E in ,hcJigllr<'! and IlNA s"b,lrure IS)- (I), .IIichudi.1 ('ompl,,"-

(.'1 ,\·nnmwh,,., RTA (oXtlCarixmllim ion I adenine) n,'mp/ex- 13},U~known i~("rm~dlU'(, 

mmph,x (S<ructure depmd, em Ihf non ch,'mi(',,1 SUI'- (41 RT A, (dt'plimwud R,\'A ad"""f) 

wmplex-(5! liee ilIA and product,. (6) 

I he crystal structure of ricin has been so I ved 1'-'1 refinedl N 1 and describedl N I, From tflt, 

x-ray studies, se"~ral key ~rnino acid residues have been idemitied; these include 

(jjUl77. ARG180. TRP21 I. I YR80 and J YR123, 
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It is proposed [25] that TYR80 and TYR 123 sandwich the base in between their phenyl 

rings. Several other kinetic studies and direct mutagenesis experiments have proposed 

activities for these residues in the catalytic mechanism[IOl. ARG 180 is expected to 

playa role in ground state stabilisation (electrostatic attraction) of ribose and I or 

transition state destabilisation (repulsion) of the oxacarbenium ion[2I l. GLU177 is 

expected to stabilise the transition state or to act as the base in the catalytic 

mechanism[22l. The role of TRP211 is non specific. GLU 208 is another residue that 

has been implicated in catalysis[261• However, understanding about the binding pocket 

of ricin and the role of individual amino acids in catalysis still remains incomplete. 

1.8 Objectives 

The principle objective of this thesis is to rationalise the inhibitory effect of ricin 

guanine-like inhibitors. The complete understanding of these inhibitors can be used in 

proposing the essential features of better ricin inhibitors. In order to understand how 

the enzyme works on different ligands, it is mandatory to know the structure of the 

enzyme entirely. Additionally, it also requires the understanding of the structures of 

the complexes of the enzyme with its reactants, intermediates, inhibitors and the 

products. When this information is available, it is possible to see what catalytic 

groups are closer to a ligand and what structural changes occur in the ligand and the 

binding site on binding. 

To reveal the above information about ricin this thesis employs two distinct 

computational techniques; Free Energy Perturbation (FEP) and Molecular Dynamics 

(MD) simulations. The FEP methods will be used to calculate the relative free energy 

of binding for selected guanine-like inhibitors which makes possible ranking of the 

inhibitors (according to their inhibition power). The methods that are used in FEP 

calculations are presented in chapter 3. The structural and the energetic information of 

the ricin: ligand (substrate, inhibitors and products) complexes will be explored using 

MD simulation methods. Molecular Dynamics simulation methods are discussed in 

chapter 2. The results are discussed in chapter 4 and chapter 5 discusses the future 

scope of the topic. 
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CHAPTER2 

Simulation of Proteins 

2.1 Introduction 

Studying the structure and the function of biomolecules is a major challenge in 

modem-day science. Among many important biomolecules, enzymes receive special 

attention owing to their crucial roles in regulating the biochemical reactions. 

Experimental techniques such as x-ray crystallography, fluorescence [27,281, infrared 

spectroscopy [29, 30l, NMR[31] and kinetic isotope effect experiments I 19, 29, 30, 321 

provide a great deal of insight into protein I enzyme chemistry. However, no current 

experimental method is capable of providing complete structural and functional 

information about biomolecules. With recent advances in computational sciences, the 

limitations of experimental methods can be overcome to a great extent using 

molecular simulation methods[331. Computational simulation methods are invaluable 

tools in chemistry as they can reveal information at the atomistic level, enabling 

explanation of the experimental observations. Because of the great complexity of 

biomolecules, the majority of their structural and functional information remains 

inaccessible to experimental techniques. Therefore computational techniques are 

extremely useful in understanding the structure and the functionality of 

biomolecules[331. 

The functions of proteins are highly dependant on their flexibility and structure, 

which can be quite complicated[341. Therefore understanding the dynamical behaviour 

(resulting from high flexibility) of a protein is of prime importance. The internal 

motions of proteins cover time scales of 10-15 to >] s whereas length scales are from 

0.01 - 10 A£341. The motions of proteins also cover a range of amplitudes and 

energies and many of these motions are critical in biochemical functionsl34, 351. The 

motions that are associated with catalytic activity I mechanism are localised and rapid, 

whereas the motions that are slow and occur on the scale of the whole protein are 

associated with allotropic coupling and folding. 

18 
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Association of subunits takes place even at longer distance and larger time scale. 

Some of the important protein motions and their time scales are shown in Table 2.1 

(Adopted from [34J). 

Type of Motion 

Bond-length vibration 

Elastic vibration of globular domain 

Rotation of solvent-exposed side chains 

Torsional liberation of buried groups 

Hinge bending (relative motion of globular domain) 

Rotation of buried side chains 

Allosteric transitions 

Local denaturation 

Loop motions 

Rigid-body (helix) motions 

Helix-coil transitions 

Protein association 

Spatial 
Extent (nm) 

0.2-0.5 

1.0-2.0 

0.5-1.0 

0.5-1.0 

1.0-2.0 

0.5 0.5 

0.5-4.0 

0.5-1.0 

1.0-5.0 

»1.0 

Table 2.1 Protein motions and their time scales 

Time (s) 

10-14_10-13 

10_12_10-11 

10-11 _10-10 

10-11 _10-9 

10-11 _10-7 

10-4-1 

10-5_1 

10-5_10 1 

10-9_10-5 

10-9_10-6 

10-7_104 

The current experimental techniques have very limited scope in completely revealing 

information about the dynamic behaviour of proteins [361. In experimental techniques, 

resolution of the measurement is limited with respect to space, energy and time. From 

experimental methods, high-resolution measurements of molecular structure are only 

possible for relatively rigid molecules. Also, it is impossible to analyse the different 

atomic interactions by experimental methods. Moreover, spectroscopic methods allow 

measuring relaxation times only under special circumstances and they almost totally 

fail to probe important processes like protein folding. 

The limitations of the experimental techniques can be overcome to a very great extent 

by computer simulations. When sufficient theoretical models are used, they can be 

used to predict the structural and dynamical properties biomolecules with a degree of 

resolution of space, energy and time which is beyond experimental reach. Depending 

on the complexity of the system, either quantum mechanical or molecular mechanical 

methods can be used in simulations. 

19 
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2.2 Quantum Mechanics in Molecular Simulations 

Any molecular system can be described by a nonrelativistic, time-independent form of 

the Schrodinger equation as follows: 

1\ 

H If/(R,r) = EIf/(R,r) ( 2.1) 

1\ 

where H is the Hamiltonian for the system, IfI is the wave function, and E is the 

energy. In general, IfI is a function of the coordinates of the nuclei (R) and of the 

electrons (r). Equation 2.1 is too complex for any practical use, therefore some 

approximations are made[37-391. 

The most important approximation is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, in which 

it is assumed that the motion of the electrons is independent of that of the nuclei. This 

gives separate equations, one describing the electronic motion and the other 

describing nuclear motion[37-391. 

!\ 

H If/(r;R) = E 1f/(r;R) ( 2.2) 

Equation 2.2 describes the motion of the electrons and depends only parametrically on 

the positions of the nuclei. Therefore the nuclear positions are used as parameters that 

describe the molecular geometry. As a consequence of this treatment, a molecule has 

geometry. 

The second equation then describes the motion of the nuclei as follows; 

( 2.3) 

Based on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, to calculate the energy of a 

molecule, it is only necessary to solve the electronic wave function and then add the 

electronic energy to the internuclear repulsion to get the overall energy. 

20 
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The solution to the Schrodinger equation yields discrete (quantised) values 

(eigenvalues) of energy En and for each En its corresponding wave function. These 

wave functions are normally complex-valued. Therefore \11*\11 is defined as the 

probability density, where \11* is the complex conjugate of \II, and the wave functions 

are normalised by the requirement that the probability of finding the particle must be 

equal to one. This is given by Equation 2.4. 

( 2.4) 

Quantum mechanics is thus probabilistic and not deterministic; therefore, it abandons 

the notion of precisely defined trajectories of particles through time and space. Instead 

it treats them in terms of probabilities for alternative system configuration [40]. 

Although the original Schrodinger equation is simplified with the Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation to a great extent, it is still practically not possible to solve it 

analytically. For this reason various other assumptions are made and different models 

are used in today's quantum mechanical (QM) calculations. 

The three main categories of QM calculations are ab-initio, semi-empirical (SE) and 

density functional (DFT). The first two employ solving of the electronic SchrOdinger 

equation to get the electronic behaviour whereas the last method directly obtains the 

electronic densities[401. In theory, these methods are capable of calculating any 

structural or energetical property of any molecule. These methods are used widely in 

force field parameterisation when empirical data is not available and serve as an 

invaluable tool in developing new force field parameters. 

2.3 Molecular Mechanics 

Application of computational methods to a system is determined primarily by the 

number of particles (atoms) present in the system. Therefore, simulation of large 

biomolecules like proteins using pure quantum mechanical methods is practically 

impossible. Empirical methods serve as an alternative approach to quantum 

mechanical methods, allowing simulation of large systems using a potential 

function[38] . 
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2.3.1 Potential Function and Energy Landscape 

Selection of a correct energy function is crucial in any dynamic simulation method, as 

inter- and intra-molecular interactions must be simulated accurately to produce 

chemically sensible results. In conventional molecular dynamic simulations, the 

Born-Oppenheimer approximation, i.e. a single nuclear coordinate, is used to 

represent the atom and the non-bonded interactions are expressed as a simple pair

wise additive function of those single nuclear coordinates[381. The bonded groups of 

atoms are treated with two-body, three-body and four-body terms with regard to bond 

lengths, angles and dihedral angles respectively. In a classical force field atoms are 

treated as "balls" and the bonds as "springs" connecting the balls; these balls and 

springs are then treated with classical mechanics. A potential consists of a large 

number of parameterised terms and set functions to handle different components of 

the overall energy function. 

A collection of such functions and their associated parameters is called a Force Field 

(FF). There are numerous force fields that are currently available for protein 

simulations. AMBER, CHARMM, GROMOS, and OPLS are a few of them. In this 

thesis the CHARMM[41] force field is used. It has the general form of a potential 

energy function which consists of terms for bonded and non-bonded interactions. The 

bonded component of the potential function holds terms for bonds, angles, dihedrals 

and impropers whereas the non-bonded component is made up of electrostatic and 

Van der Waals terms. The complete CHARMM energy function is given by Equation 

2.5 and its components are shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. 

bonds angles dihedrals 

Impropers Urey- Bradley 

+ L {&ij[(Rijminlrij)12_(Rijffiinlrij)6]+q;qjle,rij} 
non-bonded 

( 2.5) 
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BantU,,!: Term" 

Ihe equilibrium valuc, 01' bond length. ~ngle. tiihedr"l "ngle. in,prup;;:r "nd L.rey· 

Br"dcly (1·3) bond lengtil ore given 0) do . I}, X 0, 'l" and So resrecti,ely. the terms 

without the subscript zero repre,ent their value, with respect to some othe, 

configuration, Likewise. Kd, };",l, and"" are the corresponding force conslant, in 

Ihc above terms. Thc oonti ~nti Ihe angle Icrm, ~re modelled u,ing Hooke's l~w 

whcreas the tiihcdralterms an: dc'scrib"d ",ilh a ~("irK: lunction, i\ hannonic pOI"mial 

i, u,cd I{lT impropcr term,. The Lrc)·8radley term, ~rc not u<;cd unks> lilting oj" 

spccilic compulatiorl"l results to obs",yabk vibmlional sp<:clm is re~uireod, Bond"d 

terms i1re appli"d 10 ~ll alom, "hich areo bonckti thmugh covaknt bonds in a given 

sy>rem. These term, represent all bonded interaction, in tile system and contriinlte to 

{he corresf'Unding ]lort of the ovcrall potential function, 

V 

."""'. Bands L\J • 
" " V 

7 Angles 1\/ • e, e 

Dihedrals 

v- Polen/jal ~nergy 
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"""_I"'mlin~ Term" 

rf>e non-honded terms inc('rr<'r~te ~Iect'o'tatic ~nJ v~n J~r V.aals interacti nns . The 

btter is modelled '" a (12-6) j.~l1lmnj-Jm1<Os int,'ractic'l1 "here in I:quation 2.5, ,,,' 

rdales 10 111<0 Lcnnard-Jon~, well depth, R'j~ is til<: ,1"lanc" at "hlCh tile l.~l1l,"rJ

Jnncs polential is mininulm, 'I, is thc rarhal ~r0m" ch~rf'C olatom i. ('I is th~ eIlceil'" 

diel~ctric constant and r" is the di'1~nce boot"~~n atnm~ i anJ J. 'The electrostaric 

terms ~re ,\escrifled as rair-wise COUI"'"hic interactinns. 

h'aluation ofa pOicmial fum,rion soch ~s til<; one giv~n in e(lu~ti(ln 2.5 allnws one 10 

calc"I~Tc IIIC poletlti~1 encrgy of a gi"~l1 ,),km from a single set of atom", 

C<.wrdinaTe" W~n Th~1 energ) is tal..en Tog<:tll<:r ,,;Th Ih" cmn:'pol1ding set ofatmnk 

. ~ , 
E!ectrostatics 1 

V 
I 

• • van der ' .... aal" 

'/ 
l,j~Ur< 2.2 N~ll·l\ot>,l ... j '['",m, ~f a potelltiai onergy nl1l<li(l!l 

V - f'O/e1l/ i(ll <'I~'rgy r - Inler'pllrtick disf{/tlce 

2.3.2 Energy Minimisation 

Th~ cnerg~ landscape OIl' a biomolecule has an CllQ''Il10US number "f minima, i. e. 

'labl~ confonnational sub ST~lcs, Th~ pr;ncipk goal of encrgy minimisaTion ([>'-1) is 

simply tn find tloe l(Xal energy minimum. i.~-. th~ boltom oflh~ ~ncrgy well occupi~d 

by Tile iniTial confnrm~tiOll. This cnnc·epl is scllem~tic·ally "r,,~sent~d in c'igu,"" 2 .. ' 
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v 

1 D schematic of mu ltidimensiona l space 

Fi~\lr. 2.3 '><:h.mm;, repros.motion of e"ergy minimis.1tiol1 

On the energy surface there may be a vcry lal'g .. number of minima. The minimum 

wilh th~ lowest energy is termed the global energy minimum. At auy other point awaj 

fi-um lhe~ millima. th~ C<Jrre~pol1ding ~lnlCll1l"S hav~ higher energies. Therefure. in 

ordcr 10 rcprc>;<;nl a gi\'en ~}81~m ~UCCt~Sflllly. i\8 ge<Jl11dries corre~ptll1dillg to (h~ 

minima in (he energy surface mU8t he identified. jhi~ procedure is referred to as 

~t\Crgj minimisJtioll. I he minimisation prohkm is formally slJlcd as follows: giv~n a 

p~rliclLlar p"kllti~1 ,,"~rgy flmelion V. "hich <.kpcl1us Ull N il1der~mkn! ''Iri"bles of 

r. r=rl. ,-2. d ... "' r" IlK' l~k b to lind the \alul'~ for c~ch "fllHl,c \ariahk~. tcml~d 

rill"" for "hieb j' has its global minimunPil. h 'aluJtion of thc first and th~ second 

d~li\o\ti\~s ofth~ function Vwith I'~spcct 10 ~Jch ofthoc 'al'iJblcs i ~ a WJ; to identi fy 

til< minima. "h<r~ th~ \' ,,111~ Df rh~ lirst d~Tl\'iHi\(' is equ,,1 10 Y~ro ,1I1d rh~ s<;colld 

.. kri\ali,c~ are all positivdFqualion 26): 

Encrgy minimi~ati"n mcthod~ C~11 be wry lL~eflLl ft,r C<l1Teclillg illl ullrdillcu 

molecular ~twcturc wi(h bond angle~ alld lcllglh~ Ui810rtcu from lhcir rt"8pcctivc 

minima 01' with stocric clashocs bc(woccn atoms. thcrd'lrc EM is mutir.cly arr1ied to 

moleculal' systocms prior to any simulations. Ho'wc\el'. it is impossible to locate (he 

gl <lh~l minim" Df rhe t"lkrgy I ilnU8Cal"lt" of ~ biomolecule when there art" il k" hl1l1ured 

atoms ill (hc 8y~(t"m. 
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Although energy minimisation methods may be used to refine molecular structures 

efficiently; they are totally inadequate for sampling conformational space and they 

cannot provide any time-dependent properties of the system. 

Energy minimisation is done by using an appropriate minimisation algorithm. The 

most popular energy minimisation methods include those that use derivatives of 

various orders. The steepest descent and the conjugate gradient algorithms use the 

first order derivative whereas the Newton-Raphson algorithm uses the second order 

derivatives. Also, there exist non-derivative minimisation algorithms such as the 

Simplex method and the Sequential Univariate method. 

2.4 Methods for Simulating Biomolecules 

Simulations of biological macromolecules are performed using various methods that 

can handle the size and complexity and can reveal valuable information about them. 

As explained in the previous sections, pure quantum mechanical approaches cannot be 

used due to the size constraints. The methods that are currently available for 

biomolecular simulations are either based purely on molecular mechanics or are a 

combination of quantum mechanical and molecular mechanical approaches. The 

subsequent sections of this chapter wiII describe those simulation methods with an 

extended focus on Molecular Dynamics methods as these are extensively used in this 

thesis. 

As mentioned previously, computer simulations of biomolecules try to access 

information about the system of interest in terms of space, time and energy. 

Therefore, simulation methods of biomolecules can be categorised into three main 

classes. These are: simulations that are performed to obtained structural information, 

simulations used to obtained energetically important results and lastly simulations that 

are performed to obtained time-evolutionary information[33J• Therefore, a selection 

has to be made between these methods based on the desired information that is 

expected to be obtained from the simulation. 
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When the correct simulation method has been chosen, it is necessary to select an 

appropriate model to represent the molecular system of interest. The most commonly 

used models are; the all-atom model, the united- atom model, the mesoscopic and the 

coarse-grain model. In the all-atom model, as the name implies, atoms are treated 

individually in the simulation. The united-atom model uses a "united-atom", which is 

a particle that incorporates a group of atoms but can approximately represent the 

molecular mechanical properties of the group on a scale of size that is larger than 

atomic scale. The last two models (used in protein modelling) are "reduced" models 

in which each amino acid is represented by only a few interaction points. Therefore, 

depending on the desired information to be obtained from a simulation, selection of an 

appropriate model is vital. 

2.5 Molecular Dynamics (MD) 

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation methods allow one to calculate the time

dependent behaviour of a molecular system. As such, it has become an invaluable tool 

in determining time-evolutionary structural and thermodynamic properties of 

molecular systems and these methods are routinely used to investigate properties of 

bio-macro molecules including proteins. 

In a molecular dynamics simulation, the macroscopic properties of a system are 

explored through microscopic simulations. The connection between microscopic 

simulations and macroscopic properties is made via statistical mechanics. Molecular 

dynamics simulations provide the means to solve the equation of motion of the 

particles in the system, which enables one to relate macroscopic properties to the 

distribution and motion of the atoms and molecules of the N-body system as governed 

by the rules of statistical mechanics. Therefore MD is a method based on statistical 

mechanics and classical physics [42-44J, In MD simulations a reasonable guess is made 

of the interactions between molecules, and it is attempted to obtain 'exact' predictions 

of bulk properties. This is done by means of a potential energy function (described in 

section 2.3.1) that models the basic interactions. In a Force Field (FF), i.e. a potential 

energy function, the energy, E, is a function of the atomic positions, R, of all the 

atoms in the system. 
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There are two main types of closely related molecular dynamic simulation methods; 

Molecular Dynamic (MD) Simulations and Stochastic Dynamic (SO) simulations. 

Although the term "Molecular Dynamics" is commonly used for both MD and SO, 

the principal equations that are solved in these two methods are completely different. 

These two methods are discussed in the following sections. 

In Classical Molecular Dynamics, atoms and bonds are treated as 'balls' and 'springs' 

and Newton's equations of motion are used to calculate R(atomic positions); hence 

the energy of the system. According to Newton's law of motion, the force F exerted 

on particle i is given by equation 2.7, 

( 2.7) 

where mi is the mass of particle i and ai is the acceleration of particle i. The force is 

related to the potential energy E according to equation 2.8. 

F=-V.E 
I ( 2.8) 

A combination of Equations 2.7 and Equation 2.8 yields: 

dE d2ri 
--=m.--

dr
j 

I dt 2 
( 2.9) 

Equation 2.9 relates the derivative of the potential energy to the changes in position as 

a function of time. One can calculate a trajectory for a given system by solving 

equation 2.9, where trajectory is defined as a collection of configurations of the 

system as it evolves with time. Calculation of a trajectory requires the initial positions 

and the initial distribution of velocities for all atoms in the system. The following set 

of equations show how a trajectory is calculated in a MD simulation. In Equations 

2.10 - 2.14 a is the acceleration, v is the velocity, t is the time and x is the position 

and the subscript 0 indicates the starting values. 
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If the acceleration is constant, 

dv 
a=- ( 2.10) 

dt 

After integration of Equation 2.10 

v = at + Vo ( 2.11) 

and 

dx 
V=-

dt 
( 2.12) 

After integration of Equation 2.12 

x = v.t+xo 
( 2.13) 

From Equation 2.11 and 2.13, 

( 2.14) 

Equation 2.14 gives the value of x at time t as a function of the acceleration, a, the 

initial position, Xo , and the initial velocity, Va. Equation 2.9 gives the potential energy 

of the system as a function of time and position. If the solutions to equations 2.9 and 

2.14 can be obtained for all the atoms in the system at all times, then all the positions 

(hence the overall configuration of the system) and the potential energy at all times 

can be obtained. When those two entities are known any thermodynamic property of 

the system can be calculated. 

The equations of motion are deterministic, Le., the positions and the velocities at time 

zero determine the positions and velocities at all other times, t. The initial positions 

can be obtained from experimental structures, such as the x-ray crystal structure of the 

protein or the solution structure determined by NMR spectroscopy. 
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The initial distribution of velocities is usually determined from a random distribution 

with the magnitudes conforming to the required temperature and corrected so that 

there is no overall momentum, i.e., 

N 

p= "'-"'mV::::O L..J J J 

i=l ( 2.15) 

Once the initial conditions are decided, Newton's equations must be integrated in 

order to generate the results. This can be done using one of many available 

"integrators" i.e. integrating algorithms. Integrating algorithms are briefly discussed 

in section 2.8. 

2.6 Langevin Dynamics 

Stochastic terms are included in Langevin dynamics (LD) to approximate the effects 

of degrees of freedom that are neglected in a regular MD simulation. It employs the 

Langevin equation which has two additional terms, as an alternative to Newton's 

second law. The first term is a frictional function that intends to represent the 

frictional drag experienced by solute molecules in a solvent. The second term 

represents a random force that is applied to mimic the random impulses that would be 

expected from both the solvent and any coincident solute molecules. For a given atom 

i , the Langevin equation is given as, 

( 2.16) 

where Fi(r) is the force F exerted on particle i (Section 2.5), ~ is the friction 

coefficient, and Rlt) represents the random forces experienced by the atom. The 

relationship between ~ and Ri(l) regulates the temperature of the simulated system. 

When ~=O, Langevin dynamics is equivalent to conventional MD. When S > 0, the 

random impulses felt by the system can support to propagate barrier-crossing motions. 

Therefore, improved conformational sampling can be obtained from Langevin 

dynamics. 
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2.7 QM and QM/MM Methods 

As discussed previously, molecular mechanics-based methods such as MD and LD 

serve as successful alternatives to pure quantum mechanical methods in simulating 

biomolecules. Although, these methods are capable of producing accurate data 

(structural, functional, energetical etc.) of the system of interest, they still suffer some 

major drawbacks. The inability to sample all available phase space (generally referred 

to as sampling problem), and to study reaction mechanisms (bond forming and bond 

breaking) are among the major problems in conventional MD/LD simulations. 

Methods that use a combination of both quantum mechanics and molecular mechanics 

are becoming more popular due their high accuracy and increasing feasibility. These 

methods are generally referred to as Quantum Mechanical - Molecular Mechanical 

(QMlMM) methods or hybrid methods. The hybrid methods allow one to take 

advantage of the quantum mechanical approach in terms of accuracy and that of 

molecular mechanical approach in terms of efficiency. 

In QMlMM methods, a small part (the most important region I regions) of a large 

system such as a protein is treated with quantum mechanics while the rest of it is 

treated with molecular mechanics. Partitioning of a protein to different regions in a 

QMlMM simulation is given in Figure 2.4. This allows one to obtain information at 

an electronic level for the atoms that are treated quantum mechanically, i.e. it allows 

simulation of the reaction mechanisms which is impossible with classical mechanical 

methods. However, the main disadvantage of these methods is still their 

computational cost. Because of this, most of these types of calculations are done using 

semi-empirical methods rather than ab-initio IMM methods [45]. 
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Fig" r. lA r,ntltioning of" protein in " QM')'I\1 , imllbtion 

In QM/MM mcthods. the Hamiltonian (H) of a s,)skm is c()mp()scd ()f three 

Humilloni<ln, und is given b}: Equ<.Ilion 2. 17. 

" , ~ 

II = II (1M + 11 '"'<I + If "" \f<{ (l.17) 

"here II, ,,, <:orrc'JX'lld, to tb~ quantum pan. lI M." 10 the classical pan and fJ u.,.:.i<l 

10 Ih,' imLruclion helween IIl<."m. Th.e energy of the ,yst~m and the st~t~ function ~l" 

tlk'n ()blained 1,,) sol'lllg tk wave i"un':; tion 01- 11'\<: '')~lem "ilh the n'rr~ct 

llamiiloniall (based on Lqnation 2.17). rhis requircs a correct dclimli()n oflk knn 

{{ (i<l M<I for thc inlc[~nions bdv,:ccn lbcse m'o [c'gions. Tbere are differcnt Q\1/"lM 

lllodds bu><:d on how· tocy I[<,alth~ fJ U'" '~J l~rJn. Thc <juantunl m~chanical mclhods 

and tk Illokculm m~ch;,tllks m<.'[hod, "~I"t: Jiscus><:'d ill sccliollS 2.2 ~11(1 2.3 

rcsrt'cti,dy. 

2.S Integration Algorithms 

A, 8bown in Ihc p[~vions sections. ca!culallOns of the \fl)/ Ll) componcnts require 

Ol'k' to inlegr<lle th~ equ<.Ilion of motion for all intcracling panicles ill a givcn syskm. 

Since the pot~nlia] el'k'rgy i., u function of the <.110m;, positions of all tbc atoms in t)).;, 

sysk'm. this complexil y J()~S n()1 ullow soh ing the equulion' 0 f motion anulYli<:all y . 
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Hence, they must be solved numerically. An appropriate integration algorithm among 

many available can be employed to accomplish this requirement. 

In integration algorithms, finite difference methods are used. This is done by 

discretising time on to a finite grid. A time step (tlt) is then defined as the distance 

between two consecutive points on the grid. If the initial positions and velocities are 

known, an integration algorithm can give the same quantities at a later time. Iteration 

through this procedure enables one to follow the time evolution of the system for long 

periods of time. Among many available, the following are the most popular 

integration algorithms used in MD: Verlet algorithm [46], leap-frog algorithm[47] 

velocity Verlet [48] and Beeman's algorithm[491. 

2.9 Simulation Environment 

A wide range of experimental conditions can be simulated by using MD simulations. 

Therefore, a selection has to be made about the conditions prior to a calculation. In 

making this decision, the following entities are of prime importance. They are; 

Simulation ensemble, solvation (implicit or explicit), boundary conditions and long 

range interactions. These are discussed in sections 2.9.1- 2.9.3. 

2.9.1 Solvation 

It is not possible to simulate the full physiological conditions of a protein in a 

computer simulation. However efforts are made to incorporate as many as possible of 

those conditions in a simulation and solvation is one of the key phenomena. As most 

proteins exist, at least partially, within an aqueous environment it is crucial to 

simulate the solvation correctly. There are two main models to incorporate the 

solvents in a simulation; these are implicit models and explicit models. 

2.9.1.1 Implicit Solvation 

A large amount of computer simulation time is taken to evaluate the solvent-solvent 

effects. However, the solvent effects can not be totally ignored. The implicit solvent 

models are originally designed to address the above issues and there are numerous 

implicit water models that have been developed[50-52]. 
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These models are called continuum models as they represent the solvent as a 

continuum medium instead of individual solvent molecules. 

Although these models have proved their ability to produce better results in certain 

types of calculations [53] (e.g. solvation free energy calculations), due to the fact that 

they facilitate undesirable conformational changes in proteins, these methods are not 

generally used in protein simulations. 

2.9.1.2 Explicit Solvation 

The solvent is represented as individual or explicit molecules in this model in contrast 

to implicit models. Simulation of a system with only a thin layer of water / solvent 

around it can overcome the majority of the problems of pure implicit models. 

Currently, there is a wide range of explicit water models available and commonly 

parameters of these water models are adjusted to reproduce the enthalpy of 

vaporisation and density of water. Some of the more common and popular explicit 

water models are TIP3P[541, TIP4P[541, TIP5P[55J, and SPCIE[561. These models can be 

classified based on the number of points used to define the model (atoms plus dummy 

sites); rigidity / flexibility, and polarisation effects. 

The TIP3P water model is used in this thesis owing to its proven ability to mimic 

solvent effects in protein simulation and, more imprtantly, CHARMM's inherited 

usage of this model. All CHARMM force fields (eg. proteins, nucleic acids, lipids) 

have been parameterised with respect to TIP3P. It is the simplest model of explicit 

water and has three sites of interactions corresponding to the three atoms of the water 

molecule. The partial positive charges on the hydrogens are balanced by an 

appropriate negative charge on the oxygen atom and the van der Waals interactions 

between two water molecules are calculated using a Lennard-Jones function with a 

single point of interaction per molecule which is centered on the oxygen atom. There 

is no interaction calculated between the hydrogen atoms. TIP3P has a rigid geometry 

and the original model has been modified by placing Lennard-Jones parameters on 

hydrogen in CHARMM. 
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2.9.3.1 Periodic Boundary (PB) Conditions 

In the PB method, a periodic cell is replicated throughout the space to form an 

infinite lattice. Even though a cubic cell (often called a "box") is often used, there are 

many other geometrical shapes of periodic cells. Throughout the simulation, if a 

molecule in the central cell moves, its image in the neighbouring cells moves exactly 

the same way and in the case of a molecule leaving the original cell during the 

simulation, one of its images will enter the central cell through the opposite face. 

Therefore, there are no walls or surface molecules in the central cell. However, the 

concept of periodic imaging used in this method consists of an infinite number of 

terms for a given particle that must be solved in order to evaluate the potential energy 

function. This practically impossible target is achieved using the techniques called 

Minimum Image and Truncation of the Potential (see section 2.10). 

2.9.3.2 Non-periodic Boundary Conditions 

With increased computer power, it is possible to explicitly include water as a "skin" 

surrounding the system of interest. This idea is implemented in methods based on 

liquid droplets I stochastic boundaries and van der Waals cluster methods. Owing to 

their models, these methods inherently contain boundaries. For this thesis stochastic 

boundary conditions (SB) are used. This method is particularly useful in investigating 

only a particular region such as the binding site in a ligand-binding study. This allows 

much of the system that would otherwise be simulated to be excluded. 

SB uses elements of both Langevin dynamics and MD. In SB the system of interest is 

divided into three main regions called reaction region, buffer region and reservoir 

region. The reaction region is the site of interest and the atoms in this region are 

subjected to the full simulation method. The buffer region is simulated with Langevin 

dynamics, used to eliminate undesired degrees of freedom by imposing boundary and 

stochastic forces on the system. This region manages any local fluctuations in energy, 

conformation or density that take place in the reaction region. The atoms in the 

reservoir region are kept fixed. 
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2.10 Truncation of the Potential 

As the number of atoms in a system increases, the number of non-bonded terms that 

need to be evaluated increases as the square of the number of atoms. Hence, 

evaluating all these interactions become computationally very expensive and 

practically nearly impossible. This problem can be dealt with by using a non-bonded 

cutoff. When a non-bonded cutoff is employed, the interaction energy between the 

atom pairs further apart than the cutoff distance is set to zero. 

However, cutoffs introduce immediate discontinuity of both potential energy and the 

forces near the cutoff value. In order to overcome this problem, a "smoothing" 

technique is applied. The most widely used methods in this category are the switching 

and shifting functions. 

2.11 A Protocol for Performing a Molecular 
Dynamics Sim ulation 

A typical molecular dynamics simulation has the following fundamental steps. 

1. Preliminary preparation 

A molecular structure with the coordinates for all atoms in the system is required for 

a molecular dynamics simulation. The molecular structure can be built using a 

molecular modelling software package or can be directly obtained from x-ray 

crystallography experiments. Especially in the case of proteins, structures that are 

obtained from crystallography require further refinement. The initial preparation of a 

protein is discussed in more detail in section 2.12. 

2. Minimisation 

Usually, the starting structures (either from modelling or from experiments) contain 

sterk overlaps i.e. bad contacts. Therefore, they are normally far from a realistic 

conformation of the actual molecule. In order to overcome this problem an energy 

minimisation must be performed to obtain a reasonable starting geometry. This is 

explained in detail in section 2.3.2. 
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3. Heating 

A minimised structure represents the molecule near to absolute zero and therefore is 

not suitable to simulate a system at normal working conditions. The temperature 

must be increased, and this is done in a simulation by assigning random velocities to 

molecules to reproduce a Gaussian distribution. 

4. Equilibration 

The simulating system must stay steady in terms of the temperature and the structure 

in order to represent a realistic system. In a MD simulation it is done by allowing the 

system to evolve spontaneously. A desired temperature (including all other simulation 

parameters) and an appropriate integrating algorithm must be used in phase. The 

length of this phase is system-dependent. A small and simple system might take ten to 

a few hundred picoseconds to equilibrate whereas a larger complicated system (like a 

protein) will take a few hundred picoseconds to a few nanoseconds. Generally, when 

the statistical properties of the system become independent of time it is considered to 

be equilibrated. Time series of the total energy of the system or the root mean square 

deviation (RMSD ) of the structure are very helpful in checking whether the system 

has reached equilibration or not. Generally a protein system with a few thousand 

atoms might need an equilibration period of not less than 1-5 ns. 

5. Production 

The actual dynamics are performed in the production phase, using the equilibrated 

structure as the starting point. The trajectories are generated in this phase following 

the time evolution of the system. The length of the production also depends on the 

size of the system and required data. 

2.12 Initial Preparation of Proteins 

2.12.1 Structure Refinement 

In most cases of protein simulations, the starting coordinates are obtained from x-ray 

crystallographic experiments. However, the x-ray structures are normally distorted to 

a certain degree due to the "crystal environment" and related symmetry issues. 
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Some of these issues are atomic clashes (normally referred to as "bumps") and chi

flipping i.e side chains having a wrong chi angle and missing chains. These issues 

must definitely be solved before any simulation is performed on the protein. There are 

numerous applications available for this purpose and for this thesis the WHA TIF[57] 

program was used. 

2.12.2 Determination of Protonation States 

Uptake and release of protons by amino acids is one of the more frequent chemical 

reactions that occur in protein-water solutions. Specific moieties of some of the amino 

acids in a protein which can show the above phenomenon are referred to as protein 

titratable groups (TG). There are two categories of titratable groups: acids and bases. 

The C-terminal of a protein and the amino acids ASP, GLU, CYS, SER, TYR, and 

THR are categorised as acids. Bases are the N-terminal, HIS, L YS and ARG. Acidic 

TG s have an overall neutral charge when they are protonated and the basic TG s are 

positive when they are protonated. 

Therefore, having the correct protonation states for those amino acids is crucial in 

protein chemistry and simulations. However, with the current crystallographic 

techniques, it is not possible to obtain the coordinates of the hydrogen atoms (protons) 

due to the low electron density around them. This then becomes an issue for computer 

simulations when structures are obtained from x-ray crystallographic results. In order 

to determine the protonation states of the TG s, numerous methods have been 

developed. In almost every method, this is done by calculating the pKa values of the 

TGs. One of the most popular ways of calculating the pKa is by employing 

electrostatic calculations using the finite difference Poisson-Boltzmann (FDPB) 

method. Calculating pKa values using free energy methods is also not uncommon. 

For this thesis, the WHA TIF program was used to determine the protonation states of 

the protein. WHA TIF uses free energy methods to perform pKa calculations. As with 

some of the other computational chemistry packages, this program uses the concept of 

optimizing the hydrogen bonding network as the basis for protonation state 

determination. 
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WHA TIF treats the pKa value of a titratable group as a measure of the free energy 

difference between the neutral and charged state of the group and tries to calculate the 

pKa value by calculating the free energy difference between the charged and neutral 

state of that group in the protein. It performs these calculations in three steps. These 

are the calculation of the desolvation energy, the background interaction energy and 

the pair-wise interaction energy between the titratable groups. The pKa curves of the 

amino acids generated by these calculations can then be used determine their 

protonation state. 

However, none of the existing pKa determination methods is perfect. This inadequacy 

in pKa calculations is due to an incorrect description of the protein in the calculations, 

because, pKa calculations use the crystal structures as the source of coordinates for 

the protein. The crystal symmetry induces structural changes in the protein, and 

thereby causes some pKa values to be shifted compared to their value in solution. 

Therefore it is not surprising that the pKa values calculated from a crystal structure 

will differ from the pKa values measured in solution by NMR, and determination of 

accurate protonation states still remains challenging. 

2.13 Parameterisation 

Specification of the terms in the potential energy function for a chosen molecular 

system is termed as parameterisaion. A widely accepted protocol for parameterisation 

of novel molecules for a force field is given below. In this protocol a self-consistent 

approach is employed and all parameters are introduced based on a "Interaction 

Triad" (Figure 2.5) in which all possible types of solute-solvent interactions are taken 

into account. 

Solvent - Solvent ....... --...... Solvent - Solute 

\ / 
Solute - Solute 

Figure 2.5 The Interaction Triad 
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When the atom types are specified, depending on the chemical environment, it is then 

necessary to define all the other bonding (force constants, equilibrium distances, 

angles, dihedrals etc) and non-bonding (partial atomic charges and Lennard-lones 

parameters) parameters. Parameters are obtained from various types of resources. The 

force constants for stretching and bending (hard degrees of freedom) are usually 

obtained from experimental vibrational data. Parameters such as torsion, van der 

Waals and electrostatic terms are difficult to obtain experimentally. Therefore, 

theoretical quantum mechanical calculations are performed on model compounds to 

generate those parameters. These parameters, in conjunction with the partial atomic 

charges, are then fitted to reproduce the calculated torsional barriers with the relative 

energies of the different conformations. 

The extent of parameterisation depends on the quality of data that is going to be 

generated using the new parameters. Usually, the extent of parameterisation is 

classified as minimal parameterisation and maximal parameterisation. Minimal 

parameterisation is done by analogy, where the new parameters are adopted from 

existing parameters. The parameters obtained from this are considered as starting 

parameters and usually require further refinements for high accuracy data. However, 

this method is used when the target molecule is very similar to any of the topologies 

in the existing force field and when there is a time constraint for intensive 

parameterisation. It is usually necessary to determine the partial atomic charges for 

the target molecule even with the minimal parameterisation, as they are highly 

dependent on the chemical environment. 

Partial atomic charges can be obtained from quantum mechanical calculations. Either 

Mulliken charges or any other charge-fitting scheme (e.g. Merz-Kollman) is used to 

obtain the initial charges and they are then fitted to the force field by scaling with an 

appropriate scale factor. 

The maximal parameterisation is done by refining new parameters in a recursive 

fashion to fit the target data. This concept is illustrated in Figure 2.6. Although the 

accuracy of the generated data is very high, this is highly time-expensive and requires 

a significant amount of target data. 
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change 
> (·onv.crit. 

Intramolecular Optimization 

Figure 2.6 Parameterisation Protocol 

For this thesis, parameterisation was done by analogy and the partial atomic charges 

were determined using the Merz-Kollman (MK) method. The determination of partial 

atomic charges using MK method is described below. 

2.13.1 Merz-Singh-KoUman (MK) Scheme 

The scheme was proposed by U. C. Singh and P. A. Kollman[581. The method involves 

fitting the atomic charges to reproduce the molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) at 

a number of points around the molecule. Initially the MEP is calculated at a number 

of grid points located on several layers around the molecule, and the layers are 

constructed as an overlay of van der Waals spheres around each atom. The points that 

are located inside the van der Waals volume are then discarded. Four layers are 

constructed and the radius of the smallest layer is obtained by scaling all radii with a 

factor of 104. and the next three layers with the scale factor of 1.6, 1.8, and 2.0. After 

evaluating the MEP at all valid grid points located on all four layers, atomic charges 

are derived that reproduce the MEP as closely as possible. Generation of layers is 

schematically given in Figure 2.7. 
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layer 1 
layer 2 _____ 
layer 3 __ 
layer 4-

vdW Envelope 

Fi ~"r. 2. f Scl",,,,"! ;c repr.,.nmtion of \ 1 K charge' fini"g ml"thods 

A choice hl't,,-eCll thl' Illl'tilo,h 1S lliade based On til<: required data, ,i/.l' orthc systcm, 

etc. For rhi, 1hesis . cakulmion of pm,ial atornic charges was performed with DfT 

calclLlatio"s "ith til<: fBI yp l -'"lllLllelio,,~1 w1lh lhe 6-.' IG' hasis set. The R11.YP 

function lllcorpomle, an clectronic e~changc-corrclati,)n ami is Iher~lor~ con,iden'll 

to be a "fJir lj good" modc'l. 

2.14 Simulation Analysis: 

2.14.1 Time Series 

A time scric., is ddiTlell a, a collection of ohsIT\'ations or well-deliTlell data item, 

obtained through repcJted measuremCTlts o;-cr timc at uniform time SPJCcs. In general 

J lime serie.> C'Ul be divided into three compon~nts, Thcj me the trend (long term 

di r~clion), lhe seas(m~l (systematic, shon-tenn movements) and the irregular 

(llTlsystclllatic, short-krm IllLctlilllion,), 

In ~ computer simulmion (llYTlamics simulation) of ~ molecular system, a set of 

u'ajcctorics i, ge-Ilemled. Th""" trajedories ean i:><' used to create lime serie, or the 

dcsired ~Tltil}, Time ,erie" of em . ..-gy ()f a "y's\em, g~omelrical param<elas such as 

bond length, Jnglc. dibedral. Jnd distaTlccs, root mCdTl s<]l.I3.rc dc;iatiOTl (RMSD) of 

structure and interaction energies are Jmong thc most widely used analysis \(X'ls in 

simulalions 
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Auto-correlation functinl> and c"",,-corrciation functions arc special t:pe, l,f timc 

s~ries that are us~d to study correlation, between t",o sets l,r data. Timc serics arc 

\er} helpful in und~r<tanding the underl}'ing contextl,fthe data pl,int, {their l'rigin. 

"hal gencratc,llhem?j. or in making predi~tions and an appropriate analysis meth(xl 

or forecaSiing method i, ll,.,d to do thi,. 

I he most ob\' ious information that call he ohtai ned from a time series is thc behaviour 

or thc monitored entity over lim~ and thi.' can serve a, a very valuable tool ", 

molc~ular simulations w make early decisi(~" ,uch a.' whether the ,}SICm IS 

equilibrated l'r nN. is temperature Ilead" ctc. 

2. 14.2 Hydrogen Bondill ;': 

H},lmgcn bonding is an attractiv~ int~rmolecular force that exists bet",eell t\H' partial 

elcctric ch"rges of opposite polarity. ",h~re on one silk hydrogen is ottached to a 

,trungl} electrun~gative het~roalOm, suc'h as oxygen. nitrogen l" fluorinc. "hich is 

call~,1 th~ h}drugen-bond don"" and Oil tile other side there is a hetemawm with a 

lone pair of deem",s to acc"!'t the positive charge created COl hydrogen: this i; callcd 

an acceptor. Ilydrogell bonds can be intratTl{llocular or imcl1lwiccul"r. Hy,lrugcn 

bonds are stmnger than an} Nhcr Lntermolecular intcraclions and therefore playa 

signiticont role in molecular aSloci.llion. especially inli:;and-prutcin binding. 

TItC h)Clrugcn bond i, not ,imply ,m attraction het",~en point charg~" but it posse"s~s 

a degree ofori~ntational pr~ferellCe, AI.,o, the hydrogen hond can f-e slwwll to have 

some of tile characteri,tic, of a cm·alent homt alld the degree of COVJlency lends W be 

higher ",hen acceptors bind hydrogcns fwm nwre eicctronegativc dl'lwrs. AnalYlis of 

hy,lrugen oonds in a molc~ular simulation i, ,tandard pradi~~ and it reveals u,eful 

information JNllLt molecular interacti(n;. Usually. the criterion llsed for hydrogen 

booding depends on the simulation methodologies use,!. 

rhi, i, a ~on,c'lu~n~c of the ftlel that hFlrugen Ixmding can onl} be "ompl~td} 

i,icntilkd "ith thc aid "r'ILlantum mcchanic,. ThcreliJre "hen OM is n01 uscd, i.c. in 

fl'rcc flClcl ba,c,1 linllll.,tions. an "ppruprialc detinition or hy,lrogcn lx'll<l i., 

mamlator" . 
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An example of a definition of the hydrogen bond in force field methods is given 

below, and this criterion was used for this thesis. A hydrogen bond exists when, 

1. The donor-hydrogen-acceptor angle is between 120
0 

and 180
0 

2. The distance between an acceptor and donor is less than 2.4 A 

2.15 Application of Computational Chemistry 
Methods in Drug Discovery 

Computational chemistry methods are widely used in the modern pharmaceutical 

industry. Computer Aided Drug Design (CADD) is a valuable tool in rational drug 

design protocol. The range of application of computational methods is vast. Modern 

computational techniques are capable of providing information on solvation effects, 

free energies of binding, molecular motion, reaction dynamics and molecular 

properties. The methods that are used include molecular mechanics, molecular 

dynamics, quantum mechanics, and hybrid methods of quantum and molecular 

mechanics. 

Two distinct areas are identified in CADD. The first category is where detailed 

molecular structure of the target macromolecule, the drug receptor, is known, and this 

is usually referred to as rational drug design or structure-based drug design. The other 

category is when the target receptor binding site has properties which can only be 

inferred from knowledge of the variable activity of otherwise similar molecules, and 

this is termed combinatorial drug design. 

In rational drug design a new molecule (drug) that can specifically interact with the 

biomolecules is modeled using computational tools. The most obvious scaffolds for a 

novel drug molecule are the original substrate of the targeting enzyme and the 

products of its catalytic mechanism. 
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However, based on the transition state theory, it is possible to design a new drug / 

inhibitor based on the transition state structure, i.e. a transition state analog. The most 

common approach to design a TS analogue would be to compute the energy profile of 

a biochemical transformation which it would be desirable to inhibit and then locate 

the transition state or intermediate and subsequently create a stable mimic of these 

unstable transients. Such a mimic is recognised by the enzyme responsible for 

catalysing the reaction and it would hence act as an inhibitor. Identification of the TS 

can be done by employing QM or QMlMM methods. Identification of the TS can be 

quite challenging when the reaction mechanism is unknown. The modern 

computational chemistry techniques can be used to study the reaction dynamics (see 

chapter 5) and therefore, has invaluable capabilities of enhancing the process of 

rational drug design. 

A few examples of how computational methods / tools are used in the field of 

medicinal chemistry is given below. 

o Construction and visualisation of2D and 3D structures 

o Obtaining molecular dimensions and properties 

o Conformational analysis / identifying active conformations 

o 3D pharmacophore identification 

o Docking 

o Automated screening of data bases for lead compounds 

o Receptor mapping I construction of a receptor 

o QSAR studies 
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CHAPTER 3 

Free Energy Calculations 

3.1 Introduction 

Free energy is one of the most important phenomena in chemistry. The tendency of a 

molecular system to change or to react is determined by its free energy and the 

probability of finding a system in a given state with respect to another is determined 

by its free energy and the free energy difference between the two states [60J. The 

energetical properties of a given system can be determined in different ways. Free 

energy calculations in general refer to a class of simulations that are related through 

classical statistical mechanics equations, enabling the free energy of a system to be 

determined from its microscopic descriptors[60]. Those thermodynamic properties can 

also be expressed in terms of statistical mechanical ensemble averages, where the 

ensemble averages are approximated by calculated ensemble or time averages from 

molecular simulations[61 1. 

There are two widely used classes of empirical simulation methods available to 

generate ensemble averages. They are Molecular Dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo 

(MC) methods (Chapter 2 of this thesis). Each method uses an analytic potential 

energy function dependent on the potential energy to generate an ensemble of 

configurations. In this thesis the CHARMM[4l] program was used to perform the free 

energy calculations and the potential energy function used in the CHARMM program 

is given in Equation 3.1. 

bonds angles dihedrals 

+ L krp(rp_rpo)2 + L kuB(S-SO)2 
impropers Urey- Bradley 

+ L {el} [(Rl}min Ir;)12 _CRijffiin Irij)6]+qiqile,r;) 
non-bonded 

(3.1) 
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Molecular Dynamics generates a time-dependent thermodynamic ensemble from 

which the desired averaged quantities are calculated. In comparison, Monte Carlo 

generates a thermodynamic ensemble using a series of random moves, which are 

evaluated based on energy criteria[621. Therefore, the main difference between MD 

and MC is the lack of "time evolution" of the latter method. As a result, MC has more 

limitations in overall sampling when compared to MD. However, both methods are 

unable to traverse important regions of the phase space within a reasonable amount of 

simulation time. 

For a system with a constant number of particles, volume and temperature its free 

energy is expressed as a Helmholtz function (AJ and is given by, 

A(N,vJ) == E (N,V,TJ - TS {N,v,n (3.2) 

where, E, T, and S correspond to enthalpy, absolute temperature and entropy 

respectively. In statistical mechanics, the partition function (2) of the canonical 

ensemble (constant NV1) is related to the free energy (AJ of the system by, 

( 3.3) 

(3.4) 

where h is the Planck's constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute 

temperature. H is the classical Hamiltonian, given by, 

N 

H(p,r) == LPi2/(2mJ + U(r) 
I~I 

(3.5) 

where r represent the coordinates (rl, r2, .. rN) , P is the conjugate momenta (PI, P2, .. PN) 

, N is the number of particles, m is the mass of the particle and U(r) is the interaction 

function. 
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According to equation 3.4, the free energy of a classical system is given by the double 

integral of e - H(p, r)/ kBT over all possible values of p and r, which defines the volume 

of the phase space accessible by the system. However, as mentioned before both MD 

and MC are incapable of sampling the total accessible phase space of the system. 

Therefore, it is not possible to estimate the absolute free energy of a system by finding 

a numerical solution to equation 3.4 classically. 

3.2 Calculating the Free Energy Difference 

Although calculating accurate absolute free energies is nearly impossible in practice, 

it is possible to calculate the free energy difference between two closely related states. 

Currently there are a number of methods available for this purpose. These simulation 

methods relate the free energy difference (~G) between two states of the system to a 

thermodynamic ensemble average that is reliant on the potential energy properties of 

those states[631. Therefore, ~G can be expressed as, 

~G :::: f( ensemble averaged function of the potential energy) (3.6) 

There are three commonly used methods to calculate the free energy differences. 

They are: Thermodynamic Integration (TI), Slow Growth (SG) and Free Energy 

Perturbation (FEP). In all these methods, the so-called coupling parameter approach is 

used. When the free energy difference between two closely related states (A and B) is 

calculated the Hamiltonian is given as a function ofthe coupling parameter A. When A 

= AA the Hamiltonian corresponds to the state A where, H(p,r,AA) = HA(p,r), and 

when A AS the Hamiltonian corresponds to the state B where, 

H(p,r,AB) = H B(p,r). Since the Hamiltonian can be written as a function of A , so 

the partition function can be given as a function of A, as given by Equation 3.7, 

(3.7) 
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As a consequence of equation 3.7, the free energy given by equation 3.3 also becomes 

a function of A and it is given by, 

( 3.8) 

According to equation 3.8, the change in free energy (~G) also becomes a function of 

A. Any of the free energy calculation methods mentioned above (TI, SG or FEP) can 

then be used to calculate the change in free energy for a given process. These methods 

differ from each other due to their unique approaches of computation of relative free 

energy by solving the Hamiltonian as a function of A. All these methods are based on 

the simple fact that the free energy is a state function and is independent of the path or 

the simulation method. One has to make the decision of making the choice between 

these methods based on the system of interest. These methods will be discussed in the 

following sections of this chapter and the FEP method will be discussed in more detail 

as it was intensively used for this thesis. 

3.3 Thermodynamic Integration (TI) 

In TI, free energy is calculated by integrating along the path that takes the system 

from one thermodynamic state to another. The Hamiltonian (ll) of the system is 

expressed as a function of the coupling parameter (A.). The Hamiltonian of the initial 

state is given by H ()"=O), whereas H ()"=1) represents the Hamiltonian of the final state. 

The master equation used in TI is[64l ; 

(3.9) 

where ~G represents the difference in free energy between state 1 and state 2. The 

integration of equation 3.9 is evaluated at a series of discrete points between A.= 0 and 

A.=l. Numerical integration methods are used to calculate ~G. Selection of enough A. 

points to make the numerical integration accurate is a primary concern in this method. 

Therefore, the steps in A are limited by the requirement to generate enough points to 

approximate the integral satisfactorily. 
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The integration of equation 3.9 requires generation of an ensemble average of the 

derivative of the Hamiltonian with respect to A. at each selected ,{ point. One can use 

either MD or Me methods for this purpose. A graphical representation of the TI 

method is given in Figure 3.1 [38J. The area under the curve of (8H / 8A) A vs. A is the 

free energy difference between the initial and the final state of a system. 

o 

Figure 3.1 Schematic representation of Thermodynamic Integration 

3.4 Slow Growth (SG) 

In the Slow Growth method, the Hamiltonian of the system is changed only by an 

infinitesimally small amount[641. The changes in A are effected very slowly and 

therefore the system essentially remains in equilibrium. The master equation used in 

this method is given by: 

,1:1 

!1G:::: L (H(n+l) - H(n)) 

.-1=0 

(3.10) 

It is clear from equation 3.10 that this method does not take an ensemble average into 

account. In the SO method, the ensemble average is approximated by a single point. 
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This is done by changing A incrementally over the full N time steps of a dynamic 

simulation and using the finite difference between the time steps to approximate the 

average. Therefore, equation 3.10 can be rewritten as: 

N-I 

!1G;:::: L (H(A=A I.') - H(A=Ai» 
i=O 

(3.11) 

In SG , the system is never equilibrated at any A value and the number of time steps 

that are required for a given perturbation is not c1ear[65]. Mainly for these two 

reasons, this method is not widely used in current practice. However, when the SG 

methods is used, one should be cautious in applying and interpreting the results [66-68]. 

3.5 Free Energy Perturbation 

In Thermodynamic Integration the change from one state to the other is treated as 

continuous. The Free Energy Perturbation (FEP) method, first formulated by 

formulated by Zwanzigl69] , treats the change as a set of discrete steps, called 

perturbations. According to equation 3.12 the free energy difference (!1G) between 

states A and B can be expressed as; 

(3.12) 

When an appropriate partition function (NVT partition function is used in this thesis) 

is substituted in to equation 3.12, it has the form; 

(3.13) 

where !1G is expressed in terms of ensemble averages. The subscript;U indicates that 

the ensemble average is taken over the ensemble configurations representative of the 

initial state A. Likewise; it is also possible to give another expression for !1G with 

respect to the ensemble average that is representative of state Bas: 

(3.14) 
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Ihi, Jlldhod a,sulIle<, ,(aks A amI B 10 ha\~ a good o\erlap in pha,,' spaCt', a, (he 

cnscmblc avcragc is calculated using confLguralions ofth~ ,yst~m that nolve using 

the polenlial fllndi,m of sIal<' 'I, when il. gllCS from ,\ to U, 110wcvcr. the averJge of 

Ihe quanli(: «o.g,: 1Tc" t'nngl') dctcnnincd hl' this mcthrxl dq'cnds nn Ihc poknlial 

functions of A and 11. 

Therefore. II is necessary to sample the low energy configurations of both ,'I and U. 

A<, lilt: m,"mh1c lS gcn~lldcd using the pt11cntial fi)llclinn nl' A. il i, rdatively less 

probl~lI\atic (0 filld the 10'" cn~rgy conligur.ltions of A, FinJing (he low enccgy 

~onl1gllnllion R will he~ome more diftkull if the pOlential fllndions of A and D are 

100 di"'irnilar. If A and R are too diS>llnilar. Ihe Iree energy difference calculated will 

not be aceuralC as sampling of thc phasc spacc of H will not he adcqlLat~ when 

simulating A ['or this rcason. a serics of intcrmcdiate states arc imroJoccd betwccn 

the original states A ami IJ. These intelTIlediate points are "non-physical" states that 

conned the physi~al end poini> A and D. nlen Ihe free energy difference, that 

corr~,pond to each su~ce",i~~ set of inlerm~diak poini> and Ihe ovcrall lTee energy 

dilTcrcncc hc(\\een state A and R i, calclLlated as the " LII\ of ahove diITeren~e,. as 

given by equation 3.)5, Sincc Ihe free encrgy i, a state function, thi, Jllclhod <,till 

alklws OnC In cakiliaic the Iree energy dil1i:rences ""y ~(Cllrutely. Th( II"" uf 

intcrm~diatc stcps in FEP calculation, is dcplctcd in Figure 3,~. 

(.1.15) 

Fi~ur. ,1,2 U,. of int<nnodiale, (I) 10 enllaoce Ibe owrlap belv.een phy,i,"1 end points (A .BJ. 
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3.6 Implementation of Free Energy Perturbation 

Free Energy Perturbation is implemented by defining the intermediate points using 

the coupling parameter (Iv) approach. The interval between the physical endpoints A 

(1v=0) and B (1v=1) is divided into as many intermediate values as desired. These 

intermediate points can be either equally or unequally spaced. The interval between 

any successive pair of intermediate points is termed a "window". If there is a total of 

N number of windows in a simulation, the difference in the free energy between state 

A and B is given by , 

IV 

!1G-=GB -GA -= :l>G ,i(H) .... ,i(i) 

i=1 ( 3.16) 

where, Vi), i=O ,N. and i=O corresponds to state A and i=N corresponds to state B. 

In an implementation as such, the analytic potential function is made as a function of 

Iv. In a FEP simulation a series of simulations is done by performing a simulation at 

each Iv point and it is done using an appropriately scaled potential function for that 

particular point. For example, if the CHARMM potential function (equation 3.1) is 

used in a simulation, at each Iv value its Hamiltonian is scaled accordingly. Therefore, 

in the implementation of FEP, it is essential to re-equilibrate the system to the new 

potential energy function before a data collection phase. 

Because of the above phenomenon, this method has the following general sequence. 

a). Select Iv b). Equilibrate c). Collect data d). Update [Iv(i) -7 Iv(i+ 1)]. In a FEP 

simulation, the series of simulations when proceeding from initial to final state need 

not be continuous as each Iv point is independent of the other. The ensemble average 

which is mandatory to solve FEP equations is calculated using MC or MD 

simulations, where it is done by averaging over the number of moves or the number of 

integration steps. Calculation of free energy difference by FEP is graphically 

represented in Figure 3.3, where !1A represents the free energy difference of the 

system and Iv represents the coupling parameter. 
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0,0 1.0 

Figure 3.3 Schematic representation of a FEP calculation 

3.7 Definition of End Points 

In a FEP simulation, the conversion of the system from one state to another must be 

carried out smoothly, as a function ofA. For this purpose there are three main methods 

currently available. They are the single topology method[70], dual topology method[71, 

72] and hybrid method[73]. Each method has its own strengths and drawbacks and these 

methods are separately discussed in the following sections. 

The single topology method, as the name implies has only one structure, that is a 

topology exists throughout the perturbation, there being only one set of atoms to 

represent both starting and end structures (states A and B) of the system. When the 

system perturbs from states A to B, changes are made to the bonds, valence angles, 

dihedral angles and non-bonded parameters as A changes. 

In this method dummy atoms are used when the initial number of atoms (state A) does 

not equal the final number of atoms (State 8). A schematic representation of the 

single topology approach is given in Figure 3.4. There are two significant strengths of 

this method. Firstly, the convergence may be improved as the changes made to the 

system at each A point are smaller. This is because it uses a lower total number of 

atoms. Secondly, this method allows one to introduce new groups into the system. 

The main weakness of this method is that it may not be applied to certain 

perturbations such as going from a closed ring system to an open system or vice versa. 
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DH 
I 

I 
I C JJ---H .... 

H 

/ C JJ---O 
Figure 3.4 Single topology approach. A hydrogen atom is replaced with a hydroxyl group. DH 

represents the dummy atom, Hand OH group do not interact with each other. 

In the dual topology method, both topologies (the topology/structure that corresponds 

to state A and the topology / structure that corresponds to state B) co-exist throughout 

the perturbation, i.e. there are two groups of atoms involved. The relative weight of 

the two groups changes as A changes. However, the atom types and the internal 

parameters (bond lengths, angles, dihedrals and non-bonded parameters) are never 

changed in contrast to the single topology method. Furthermore, these two sets of 

atoms interact with the rest of the system, but never with each other during the 

simulation. Schematic representation of the dual topology method is given in Figure 

3.5. 

H H 

C __ => .... --H_C{ 

I 
I 

CJ .---H / 
o 

Figure 3.5 Dual topology approach. A hydrogen atom is replaced with a hydroxyl group. 

Both Hand OH co-exist. 

The dual topology method is used in this thesis and is the method that is implemented 

in the CHARMM program. In the dual topology approach the system is divided into 

four atom groups. They are environmental atoms, co-located atoms, reactant atoms 

and product atoms. A hybrid Hamiltonian is used to describe the energy of the system. 

This concept is explained below with the aid of Figure 3.6. 
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A 

Ou~l_"",._", , .... "'~-j 

II I'" """"",,,,11, 

B 

f igurr 3,t> ULLal topology and hybrid Il"miltonian 

Th" pt'liLlrbatlon sho\Vn in figure 3.(, can be carried 0111 if on~ wants 10 cakubk the 

tr~l' ~Il~rg) JiHi:r~Il(:~ bct""~11 m(1k~uk, A ,md B. 'nJ~ rn"k~uk B JilTi:r, fr(,,,, 

ll1"k~lLlc A in having a h)dro"yl group at (he "",;ti"n "I' a h"drpgen atom ill A. 

lhcrcforc in this p~rturbll1joll ~ hydrogen atom "ill b.- con\'crl.'d in 10 a hydroxyl 

group. l"ccordillg to th" dual topology o1<'lhod. the hydrogen alOin in A and ii , 

corr~sponding hydroxyl group in 13 ar~ c~lkd rC<lctanl and proouct ]'~spccti\dy, If the 

central carbon mom do~s not change its type but onl} the charges. it is calkd a co

located atom and if there are an) atoms (other hydrogens) "ith 00 ch!!J1ge ill either 

type or charge_ they are calkd environmellt atom,. 

Th~ cn-exist~ne~ nfbnth tnpologi~s \\ith the equilibrium g~nmetrics 1,)( both A and FI 

i, ,hown in rigur~ 3.6. The Hamiltonian that corr~,ponds to allY A point i, givell by 

the hybrid llamiltollian. H.I and HE, are the Hamiltollian, of r"a~tallts and pmdlLd, 

r~sp"di\'d" "hereas HI! i, the Hamiltonian of the "nl'ironm"nt and ~olocat"d atoms. 

lhe major strengths of this method arc its applicability tn any t\\O end roints and the 

simplicily of the hybrid Hamiltonian in contrast to the j[.mlillonian of the singk 

lopolog} In<:thod. 
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3.8 Collecting Data at Different A Iwinl s 

\\,h~n th~ s}stem is "hung~d ii-om on~ stut~ to :moth~L dala <Ire collected <II ~<I~h ). 

point ~s explaincd ~1x)\e. ,\n increa>e in the nlLmocr or I. IXlill!> oct"el'l1 1"0 end 

poinls will mJk~ th~ calculmcd free ~nerg'l diffn.'lKe more :>CClLr3te, lhis is :>chic-cd 

h} rnuJ.,.ing the pertlLrbulion hct\\een t,,,, SL",ce,si,'~ point> ,muller_ The method th<ll is 

used in thi, thc,is f()r data collectioll is ~alkd "doubk-\\ide-,umphllg"_ Tk 

applicJtioll oflhis method is scllematicJlly represcnted in l'igmc 3.7. 

00 

II Q in Figure' 7 is un in1~rm~diJle POlllt (wflen:: ). - n) al "hich a Simllimion is 

pcrlonn~d_ 111 (lie "'double wide sumpling" rn~th'><.L the S<lme )Xlint lS used to ohtairned 

l11l' free cncrgy difli:l\:nce~ for I." ---3> ;".1 (Q---3> 1') alld I." ---7 ;,,+1 (Q---7R) 

This m~lh, .. 1 provides <I \'~ry eflicknt w~y tD Dblain tWD free energj (lijT~renc~s from 

3 singk point Therelilre it c'CmtrihlLtes highly 10 th<e aC'~IJTuc'y of the o'~r~ll f",~ 

en~rgy. 
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3.9 A General Protocol for Free Energy Calculations 

A generalised protocol to perform free energy calculation can be proposed based on 

the essential steps involved in any type of free energy calculation (TI, SG or FEP). A 

non-{;ase-specific and method-independent protocol is summarised below. 

1. Defining the starting and the end topologies for the simulation. 

2. Defining Force Field parameters 

Correct Force Field parameters must be assigned to both starting and end 

topologies prior to the simulation. Parameters must be present for both 

interactions and structure for both end points. 

3. Defining starting coordinates 

A reasonable (optimised) configuration of the initial state (1-=0) must be 

used for the simulation. 

4. The system must be energy- minimised, heated and equilibrated prior to the 

simulation. 

5. Selection of a free energy method (I'1, SG or FEP). 

6 Selection of the followings for the above selected method 

Number of I- points, length of equilibration and dynamics to be performed at 

each I- point. 

3.10 Pitfalls in Free Energy Calculations 

There are two major sources of error associated with free energy calculations via 

computer simulations [38) • The first one originates from insufficient sampling of phase 

space whereas the second originates from inaccuracies associated with Hamiltonians. 

The difference in the free energy between two states depends on the sampling of all 

available phase space. However, it is dominated by the low energy regions along the 

pathway which connects the end points [74). 
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Because of this, all free energy calculations have the implicit assumption that the 

contributions from the regions of the phase space that are not sampled in the 

simulations to the absolute free energy of the end points cancel. Therefore, the 

insufficient sampling or the "sampling problem" is an inherited and unavoidable 

problem in free energy calculations. However, there are few possible changes that one 

can make to the simulation specifications / protocol in order to improve the results. 

The simplest of these is to re-run the simulation [74J with sensible changes to the 

starting coordinates or to the parameters. If the initial velocities are assigned 

randomly one can assign the velocities with a different random number. These two 

methods will allow generating a new set of uncorrelated trajectories. Since, the high 

correlation between successive configurations is one of the major reasons for the 

"sampling problem" the above mentioned strategy can be used to minimise the errors 

arising from it. 

Performing the equilibration as well as the dynamic phase for longer periods of time 

generates larger trajectories and allows sampling of more configurations. Thus 

increasing the duration of equilibration and dynamic phase can be used as a method of 

improving the final results. The extended length of equilibration will also allow the 

system to relax properly, whereas a equilibration length shorter than the relaxation 

time of the system can definitely lead to inaccurate results[751. An alternative method 

of improving results in a free energy calculation is to perform the simulation in the 

reverse direction (1..=1 ~ 1..=0) so that the difference in the calculated free energy will 

give an estimate of the error in the calculation[60J. 

As mentioned before, the accuracy of the calculated free energy is highly dependant 

on the descriptors of the interaction in the Hamiltonian. Therefore, force field 

parameters may lead to large changes in energies and absolute free energies. 

However, the cancellation effects lead to small changes in relative free energies as a 

function of the force field [75]. 
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The other common sources of errors in free energy calculations are inappropriate 

cutoff values and usage of "double wide sampling". The cutoff plays a significant role 

when there is a creation or annihilation of charges involved .in the perturbation[751• 

Therefore selecting a correct cutoff value in a FEP simulation is quite significant. 

The "double wide sampling" has an inherent problem as it uses the same reference 

ensemble (An) to sample the An-J ensemble and An+l ensemble and therefore the 

generated data has been highly correlated[751 • The cost and the accuracy of a free 

energy calculation are determined by many factors. The nature of the mutation for 

which the free energy difference is calculated and the size and the flexibility of the 

system are the dominant factors[38, 60, 75J. 

3.11 Application of Free Energy Calculations 

The application of free energy calculations is two fold. One can devise a method to 

obtain the absolute free energy (~G) for a given change or one can determine the 

relative free energy differences (~~G) for given processes. Even though the first is 

applicable to certain cases, because of its high inaccuracy the majority of the 

applications are found in the realm of the second category. Sections 3.11.1 and 3.11.2 

describe some practical implementation of these methods. Each method uses an 

appropriate thermodynamic cycle to calculate the desired free energy value. This is 

generally referred to as the "thermodynamic cycle approach". 

3.11.1 Calculation of Absolute Free Energies 

There are two major thermodynamic cycles that can be used to calculate the absolute 

free energies of association, one proposed by Cieplak and Kollman [761 and the other 

by Jorgensen et aP71. 

A(g) + B(9) 
("'Gl l 

.. AS(g) 

(AG), · (AG)'1 1 (AG), 

A(.v + B(aq) .. AB(aq) 

("'Gls 

Figure 3.8A free energy cycle to calculate Absolute free energy of association [76J 
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Figure 3.8 shows the scheme proposed by Cieplak and Kollman where, i1G, is the 

gas-phase free energy of association, which is calculated using molecular mechanics 

energy minimisation and normal mode analysis[641• The free energies for solvation of 

A (i1G3), B (i1G4) and AB (i1G5) can be calculated by mutating each of these species 

to nothing in the solution, and the absolute free energy of binding can be calculated 

according to Equation 3.17. 

(3.17) 

The scheme proposed by Jorgensen et al. is shown in Figure 3.9. 

____ <_L1_G_)1 ___ -.... AB(g) 

A(aq) + D(aq) __________ ..... AD(aq) 

Figure 3.9: A free energy cycle to calculate Absolute free energy of association[77J. 

In Jorgensen's method (Figure 3.9) a dummy molecule is used to simplify the 

calculation where, A and B are real molecules whereas D is a dummy molecule. This 

method requires only 2 mutations to be done, that is B to nothing in water and B to 

nothing in the AB complex. The free energy of association is given by: 

(3.18) 
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3.11.2 Calculation of Free Energy Differences 

There are two major categories of molecular phenomena that are studied using free 

energy difference calculations: (l) Solvation and (2) Molecular association [60]. The 

relative solvation free energy of two solutes (A and B) can be calculated by using the 

thermodynamic cycle given in Figure 3.10. 

(L'lG)A 
_________ -+ .. ~aq) 

B(gas) _________ -+110 B(aq) 

Figure 3.10 A free energy cycle to calculate relative solvation free energy 

Application of the thermodynamic cycle given in Figure 3.10 requires two mutations 

to be done. Solute A is mutated to solute B in the gas phase and the same mutation is 

repeated in water. The relative solvation free energy (~~Gsol ) is given by Equation 

3.19. 

~~G sol == ~G B - ~G A ::: ~G w - ~G g (3.19) 

The free energy calculations on molecular associations can be obtained by using 

thermodynamic cycles like the one given in the Figure 3.11. 

A + B ---------. A:B 

1 (&G)~~ 
A' +B ________ -. .. A':B 

Figure 3.11 : A free energy cycle to calculate relative association free energy 
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If A and A' are two different molecules, the relative free energy for their association 

with B can be calculated using the above thermodynamic cycle. A is mutated to A' in 

water (for i'lGw) and the same mutation is repeated in complex with B in water (for 

i'lGcom). 

The relative free energy of association is given by Equation 3.20. 

i'li'lG assc == i'lG A' - i'lG A == i'lG comp - i'lG w (3.20) 

If A and A' are two ligands and B is a protein, the above calculated i'li'lGassc will be 

the relative free energy of binding for these ligands. 

3.12 Potential of Mean Force (PMF) 

In the previous sections it was described how to perform free energy calculation as a 

function of chemical mutation (structural change). If the parameter linking the initial 

and the final state is a function of special coordinates of the system, the calculated 

free energy difference is referred to as the potential of mean force (PMF). The 

simplest type of PMF is the free energy change as a function of the distance between 

two particles. The PMF calculations however suffer from inadequate sampling of 

regions where conformations are drastically different from the 'most likely' 

conformation and this is generally referred to as not sampling the high energy 

conformations. To avoid this problem, the technique of umbrella sampling is 

traditionally used. 
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3.13 Why Difference in Free Energy? 

The difference in free energy is expressed only in terms of perturbed interactions but 

not in terms of the system as a whole[74]. The change in internal energy I enthalpy or 

entropy is expressed in terms of a whole system. Therefore the error in calculated 

enthalpy I entropy changes would be very large compared to the error in calculated 

free energy. Even though there are efficient ways of calculating enthalpy and entropy 

using FEP and TI, free energy calculations are widely used, because of their high 

accuracy. 
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CHAPTER4 

Rafionalising the Effect of Selected Inhibitors 

4.1 Introduction: 

Ricin is a hctcroJimaic (A-B 1) pc) toxin isolated from Ric'inll.1 communi"II OI, Ricin 

comains a total of516 amino acids!'!] with the toxic A ChH;Jl (R11\) consisting of267 

amino acids. Rcccntlj, lkl'c haw occn numerous applications found for ricin bccau~ 

orils high tuxicity, A hypolilelic<li binding p.xkel h.ls been proposed lur RTt>,. by 

,ariolls studies [H'. N ~)J A~ predOu,l} ~laleJ (S~ction 1.7) ~ome key amino acid 

residues hmc been identified,) YR ~O. VAL Sl. TYR 123. ULU 177 and ARG ISO 

<Ire onen reporl"d in literature <18 key residue, in RTA ~alal)lk meChill1ism allhough 

Iheir eXilel roles in Ill<' mechanism are nOI. yet clear. The cyloloxic aClivil)" prnpo<;eJ 

mechanism and the hinJing sitc or ricin are di"cu~>cd in ~"dion 1.7 in Jc!ail. rhe 

s!ruClUl'C orRicin anJ i!s propos,cd binding Sil~ arc prcscmeJ in Figure 4.1. 

Figure 4.1 Stru<tur< of RTA "od it' ke;. ,.sid",,; 
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4.2 Ricin Inhibitors 

There is no effective inhibitor for ricin. However, numerous studies have attempted to 

identify ricin inhibitors using experimental [10, \9, 80J and/or computational[81-83J 

methods. The inhibitors reported in literature can be classified into three distinct 

classes as monocyclic, bicyclic or tricyclic, depending on the number of rings in their 

structures. The most frequently reported RTA inhibitors are summarised in Table 4.1. 

The monocyclic inhibitors show minimal or no inhibition activity[lOJ. Three-ring 

inhibitors (tricyclic) have shown sufficient inhibitor activity against RTA[tO, 251. The 

pterin-like tricyclic inhibitors were discontinued owing to their poor solubilities and 

adenosine like three-ring inhibitors (e.g. formycin monophosphate) were identified as 

non-powerful RTA inhibitors[25J• Inhibitors with heterobicyclic structures which 

resemble adenine base (a product of the RTA catalytic mechanism) have shown a 

considerable degree of success as RTA inhibitors[101. In this study it was attempted to 

rationalise the effect of guanine-like ricin inhibitors (Le. inhibitors that resemble 

adenine, the product in core structure) with the aid of computational methods. 

Inhibitors that were selected for this study [10] are presented in Table 4.2. 
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2D Structure and Name ICso 2D Structure and Name ICso 
mM mM 

-- ~(~Y" ~Y· -0- ~, N" 0.6 NH 2.2 
HOOC\j~ N 

H,N 

0 0 

4-«(2-ammo-4 ... oxo-3,4-dlhydropteridm-6-yl)melhylllmino)ben.lOIC aCid 2,5.dlilI0lIno-6--hydroxy ... 5,6-cllhydropyrimldin4(3/f)-one 
(Pteroic8I;:id) (ODP) 

(X"yN"' No "X;:Y" ~ /N" inibitio < I HH 0.9 
H /~ II 

N 

3-ammo-pyridotluadiazine ... I,I-dloxidc 
0 

,2 ... amlno-! H-punn-6(9H}-one 
(OUllnme) 

"x/" "~-<~'-("' <.' HH 3.6 0.56 

0 
0 

lH-purine-2.6(3f!,9H}-dione 2.arnmo-8-mcrcapto- !H·punn-6(91fj-One 

(Xanthine) 

"'-(X~L" W 1.4 

0 2.0 0 

2.5.<:hamino-2.J-dihydrolh1ilzo!o[4.5-djpyrimidin- 2-anuno ... 3H-pyrmlojJ,2-djpynmldm-4{5I{)-one 
7(6H}-one (900) 

~Y' -<\Y" 
\.' NN 

\. I N" 

0 2.8 0 0.4 
2-anuno-)1I-pyrro io!2,J-d}pyrirnid in-4(7ff}-one 2-amino-&.melhylfuro{2,J-djpYflmldm-4(3lf)-ollc 

(700) (9CX1) 

~Y" 
H HyNH' 

\. I NN H=~NH 
2.1 0.6 

0 0 

2 ... amln0-6-ll\('th),I·3/{·p)'fTolo{2J-djpynmldin-4(7H)-one 4·{2..{2.amUl0-4-ox0-4,7-dlhydro-31!-~rroloI2,3-dlpynmidm-6-
(8M7lXl) vl)eth'l!)bemou: aCId 

~Y"" 
0 

HOOC-O-~ \. I ~NH :t" HN ?/ I H~~N ~N) -0 0.7 
4-{(2.antino4ox0-4,7...Jib},dro-3H.pyrroioI2,3-djpynmidin-6- 2.amiooptendin-4(3H}one 

yl)methyiamino)bcnzolc acid (Pter}») 

<XS o C N 

~~ld 2.5 
o' H H 

N N 
ON H 

«(2R,3R.sR}-S.(4-amiflO-5H·pyrrolo[3.,2-dlpyrimidlll.7-~·1}-3-hydruxytetl1ihydm 
yl)methyl phosphate 

(FormyCHl_5'_ Monophoopha!(') 

Table 4.1 Ricin Inhibitors 
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Structure Ie", Structure Ie" 

;"""'1 

0 0 

"i "i ~ I \-C", 0.4 " ~ A I \-" 0.9 

", ~ / ", ~ I N • 0 . , \ 

I I H 

" H 
90G GUANINE 

1.4 
:):

0 • 

" / 
1 I \-'H, 

",A I 
N • \ 

! 8M7DG H 

2.1 

.,:):0 ! 
i I \-. 

',A I 2.8 
• N \ I H 

• 
7DG 

Table 4.2 Selected Inhibitors and their ICso Values 

(Extracted/rom table 4.2) 

All inhibitors shown in Table 4.1 have guanine as their structure template and they all 

have a heterobicyclic (5-membered and 6-membered rings) moiety in common with 

adenine (product). Among these inhibitors, guanine is structurally significant as the 

rest of the inhibitors are derivatives of it. The 6-membered moieties of all inhibitors 

are identical and the inhibitors can be differentiated from one another according to the 

changes in the 5-membered ring. According to the experimental IC50 values, the 

inhibition power of the above inhibitors are in the order of 90G > GUANINE> 90G 

> 8M70G >70G, where 90G is the best inhibitor and 70G is the weakest. 

Structure-Based Drug Design (SBOO) is one of several methods used in the drug 

discovery process [84]. In SBOO the three-dimensional structure of the target molecule 

(enzyme, receptor etc) is used to assist the development of new drug compounds. The 

structure of the target molecule is usually obtained from x-ray crystallographic and I 

or NMR experiments. 
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The most important feature of this technique is its ability to reveal a high level of 

details about the interactions between ligands and the target molecule[841. The 

structure-based approach becomes even more powerful when the structures of both 

target molecule and at least one of its active ligands are known. In such a situation 

one can use this approach to propose new ligands with maximised target-ligand 

interactions i.e. to propose new drug compounds. Tn this study it was attempted to 

answer the question; are "product-like" (guanine-based) inhibitors powerful? If the 

answer to this question can be obtained, it can be used to predict the structural and 

chemical features of a better inhibitor. To seek an answer to this question a structure

based approach was employed in this thesis. 

Firstly, it was attempted in this study to calculate the relative free energies of binding 

for the selected inhibitors using Free Energy Perturbation (FEP) methods 

(methodology described in Section 3.5). From this one will be able to rank the ligands 

in the order of increasing inhibition. Secondly, molecular dynamics methods were 

used to completely understand the RTA binding pocket, the dynamics behaviour of 

ligand-RTA complexes and the mode of binding of different ligands (inhibitors, 

substrate and product) to RTA. 

4.3 Methodology 

4.3.1 Molecular Dynamics Simulations 

In the present study of ricin, molecular dynamics simulations were performed for all 

ricin:inhibitor complexes as well as for the ricin:substrate and ricin:product 

complexes. For all molecular dynamics simulations the CHARMM33bi41
] 

programme was used. An empirical energy function that contains terms for both 

internal and external interactions is used in CHARMM programme this is shown in 

Equation 4.1. 
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Impropers Urey-Bradley 

+ L {eij[(R/inlry)12_(R'jmin/r;)6]+q;qjle,r;j} 
non-bonded 

(4.1) 

The protein was modelled using CHARMM27[85, 86] all atom force field for protein 

and nucleic acids. Initial preparation of the protein and the parameterisation of the 

inhibitors are discussed in section 4.3.2. In all molecular dynamic simulations a water 

sphere of 23.4 A containing 1941 TIP3P water molecules was used. The system was 

centred on the C5 (bridge carbon) carbon of the ligand for the simulations. Those 

water molecules that overlapped with any of the ligand heavy atoms were removed 

and a spherical boundary force was applied to the surface of the water sphere in order 

to maintain a consistent water density of 1.0 g cm-J
• A Constant temperature of 

298.15 K was maintained in simulations. A buffer region of 2A thickness and a 

dynamic region with 2lA radius were used with Langevin dynamics in all 

simulations. All hydrogen bond lengths were kept fixed with the SHAKE [87] 

algorithm and the integration step of 1 fs was used. The long-range interactions were 

truncated using a switch function and for that the selection of atoms was done in 

group-by-group fashion. 

4.3.2 Initial Preparation and Parameterisation 

The inhibitors were modelled with newly introduced parameters to the Equation 4.1. 

Parameterisation of bond, angle, dihedral and non-bonded terms was done by analogy 

where as partial atomic charges were obtained from quantum mechanical calculations. 

The partial atomic charges were calculated using the Merz-Kollman charge fitting 

method[88] at B3L yp[591/6_31 G* level of theory. Charges were scaled in order to fit to 

the force field by using guanine as a reference. The atom types used for the inhibitors 

and their partial atomic charges are presented in Table 4.3. Parameterisation is 

discussed in more details in Section 2.13. 
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Inhibitor 

SOG SDG 8M7DG 7DG 
Atom Atomic Atom Atomic Atom Atomic Atom Atomic 

Atom Type Charge Atom Type Charge Atom Type Charge Atom Type Charge 

09 ON6S -0,20 C9 CA -0,11 N9 NN2B -0,11 C7 CA -0,41 

C4 CN5 0,50 C4 CN5 0.25 H9 HN2 0,32 N9 NN2B -0,11 

N2 NN1 -0,96 H9 HP 0,12 C4 CN5 0.42 C4 CN5 0,27 

H21 HN1 0.41 H7 HN2 0.33 N2 NNi -0.72 H9 HN2 0.32 

H22 HN1 0.43 N2 NN1 -0,89 H2i HN1 0,31 H7 HP 0,16 

N3 NN3G -0,75 H21 HN1 0,39 H22 HN1 0,35 N2 NN1 -0.72 

C2 CN2 0.86 H22 HNi 0.39 N3 NN3G -0.79 H21 HN1 0.32 

N1 NN2G -0,56 N3 NN3G -0.77 C2 CN2 0.88 H22 HN1 0,35 

Hi HN2 0,34 C2 CN2 0,86 N1 NN2G -0.41 N3 NN3G -0,79 

C6 CNi 0,67 N1 NN2G -0.29 Hi HN2 0,26 C2 CN2 0,85 

06 ONi -0,63 Hi HN2 0,22 C6 CN1 0.63 N1 NN2G -0.41 

C5 CN5G 0.01 C6 CN1 0,61 06 ON1 -0.54 Hi HN2 0,26 

N7 NN2B -0,56 06 ONi -0.56 C5 CN5G -0,25 C6 CN1 0.63 

C8 CN1 0,50 C5 CN5G -027 C7 CA -0.41 06 ONi -0,54 

C81 CT3 -0,48 N7 NN2B -0.41 H7 HP 0,18 C5 CN5G -0.25 

H811 HA 0.12 C8 CA -0.07 C8 CN1 -0,13 C8 CA -0,13 

H812 HA 0,15 H8 HP 0,20 C81 CT3 -0.27 H8 HP 0,20 

H813 HA 0.15 H811 HA 0,09 

H812 HA 0.09 

H813 HA 0,09 

Table 4.3 Atom types and their partial atomic charges for newly parameterised ligands 

(The key given below is for identification of the positions given in the Table 4.2) 

Key for Table 4.3. 

The molecular simulations were initiated with the crystal structures obtained from the 

Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (lIL3, IIL4, IIL9, IFMP). The crystals structures 

have been resolved at 2.8A , 2.6A , 3.oA and 2.8A for lIL3, 1JL4, IIL9[lO] and 

IFMP[25] respectively. All protein structures were checked with WHA TIF program[57] 

for quality of the crystal structure. IlL3 was found as the best structure and therefore 

it was used for the rest of the ricin:inhibitor simulations. 
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In the situations of guanine, and 8M7DG where no crystal structures were available, 

90G and 7DG coordinates were used as starting coordinates for guanine and 8M7DG 

respecti vely. 

The protonation states of the titratable groups were determined by using the pKa tool 

of the WHATIF[57] program. All simulations were performed at constant pH of 7.00 

and therefore the protonated states were determined at this pH. The protein was 

assigned an overall charge of +2.00 e due to the fact that amino acids HIS 106 and 

HIS 40 were in the protonated state. The determination of protonation states and 

initial preparation of a protein for a computer simulation in discussed in detail in 

Sections 2.12.1 and 2.12.2. 

4.3.3 Free Energy Perturbation Calculations 

Free Energy Perturbation (FEP) method can be used to calculate the relative free 

energy differences for a given set of processes. FEP is a statistical mechanical 

approach which allows calculating the thermodynamic properties of the system of 

interest from its microscopic descriptors. In the FEP method the change (of the 

system of interest) from one state to the other is treated as a set of discrete steps. 

These intermediate steps in the conversion pathway are linked through a coupling 

parameter A. The free energy difference (~G) between states A and B is given by 

equation 4.2 [69J. 

Equation 4.2 can be re-written in the form of equation 4.3 with partition (Z) for 

NVT ensemble which is used in our simulations. 

In equation 4.3 () represents the ensemble average taken over the 

configurations representative of state A. 
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A + B ----------.... AB 

(,1G)comp 

A' +B A''S -----------..... . 

Figure 4.2 Thermodynamic cycle for calculating L'.L'.G 

One can calculate the relative free energy of binding of two inhibitors using a 

thennodynamic cycle similar to the one shown in Figure 4.2. The free energy of 

binding for inhibitor A and A' are given by (,1G)A and (,1G)A' respectively whereas 

(,1G)w represents the difference in solvation free energy between A and A'. The 

difference in free energy of binding of A and A' to the active site of the protein is 

given by (,1G)comp . Simulations were perfonned to calculate (,1G)w and (,1G)comp. 

Inhibitor A was perturbed to A' in water with molecular dynamics and the same 

mutation was repeated in the active site of the protein in the presence of water. The 

relative free energy of binding was then obtained by using Equation (4.4). 

( 4.4) 

Four free energy perturbations (90G7Guanine, Guanine7 90G , 90G7 8M70G 

and 8M70G7 70G) were perfonned. These perturbations were specifically chosen 

to represent the ICso-based ranking of those inhibitors. In each perturbation, a 

stronger inhibitor (low IC50) was mutated in to a weaker (high ICso) inhibitor. The 

thennodynamic cycle given in Figure 4.2 was used to calculate the relative free 

energy of binding (,1,1G) of these inhibitors with ricin where a +,1,1G value would 

indicate a stronger binding of the first inhibitor with respect to the second one. All 

FEP simulations were perfonned using CHARMM program with molecular 

dynamics. 
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The same simulation conditions as mentioned in the previous section were used for 

all FEP simulations. The dual topology method was used with windows of A= 0.05. 

At the end point the largest change in the system occurs: a non-interacting / partially

interacting atom changes to an interacting one or vice versa. As a measure to 

minimise this end-point problem i.e. to improve the convergence at the end points and 

to make the perturbation smoother, a A value of 0.025 was used at the foremost and 

0.975 at the final most windows. The starting coordinates for the hybrid were 

obtained from the starting inhibitor's coordinates in the perturbation after 3ns of 

equilibration in the binding site. At each window, 500ps of equilibration was 

performed followed by 500ps of data collection. All FEP results were post-processed 

by using CHARMM program (TSM functionality with double wide sampling 

technique). 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

4.4.1 Free Energy Perturbation Results 

All inhibitors were ranked using the relative free energies of binding (~~Gbinding) 

which were obtained from free energy perturbation simulations. These results are 

summarised in Table 4.4. The ranking of the inhibitors obtained from the 

computational results is in perfect agreement with the ICso -based ranking and it is in 

the order of 900 > OUANINE > 900 > 8M700 >700. These results therefore, reconfirm 

the experimental data and more importantly, prove the validity of the force field 

parameters and computational techniques used. 

Perturbation t,.t,.0 (kcal/moJ) 

900(0.4) ~ Ouanine(0.9) 1.37 

Ouanine(0.9) ~ 900(1.4) 0.45 

900(1.4) ~ 8M700(2.1) 1.03 

8M700(2.I) ~ 700(2.8) 1.48 

Table 4.4 Relative binding free energies of the selected inhibitors 

The IC50 values are given in the brackets. 
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4.4.2 Nature of Inhibitor Binding 

Trajectories of 15 ns molecular dynamics simulations were analysed to investigate the 

nature of binding of each inhibitor, substrate (adenosine) and the product (adenine) to 

RTA. Analysis was done in the mean of non-bonded (electrostatic and Van der 

Waals) interactions, hydrogen bonding, root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the 

structure and some distance based- criteria. 

The previous studies[lOJ of these inhibitors suggest that hydrogen bonding (H

bonding) and pi stacking play significant roles in binding of these inhibitors. The 

trajectories from MD simulations were analysed to check for hydrogen bonding. A 

hydrogen bond was defined to be present only ifthe donor-hydrogen-acceptor angle is 

between 1800 
- 1200 and the hydrogen-acceptor distance is less than 3A. Hydrogen 

bonding in the binding of each ligand is discussed later. 

An aromatic interaction (pi-stacking / 1t-1t interaction) is a noncovalent interaction 

between the aromatic moieties of organic molecules. The overlapping of p-orbitals of 

conjugated systems in close proximity gives rise to pi-stacking[891• The relative spatial 

orientation of participating systems is therefore crucial in this scenario. Among many 

measurable parameters, the distance between the participating pi systems is a 

straightforward criterion and can be easily measured. This distance is usually reported 

to be 3.00 - 4.00 A for effective pi stacking [90J. 

The distance between the centre of geometry (COG) of the six-membered ring of the 

ligand (for all ligands) and the COG of the phenyl ring of the residues TYR 80 and 

TYR 123 were measured using the MD trajectories. These results are presented in 

Table 4.5. According to these results, none of the ligands are capable of making pi 

interactions with TYR 123 as the distance criteria fails. Therefore, it is highly unlikely 

that these ligands will orient in such a manner that they will be "sandwiched" 

between TYR 80 and TYR 123 as suggested by some previous crystallographic 

results[t01• Much shorter distances between TYR 80 and the inhibitors 90G, Guanine 

and the substrate adenosine might be an indication of a pi-pi interaction between 

them. 
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However, since all these distances are greater than 4.ooA it may be assumed that if pi

pi interactions do indeed exist, they would be extremely weak and would minimally 

affect the overall binding energy. 

Ligand Mean Distance (A) 

TYR 80 TYR 123 
90G 4.08 5.36 

Guanine 4.15 7.52 
9DG 7.31 7.03 

8M7DG 4.9 5.49 
7DG 7.30 8.69 

Adenosine 
(substrate) 3.8 11.25 

Adenine base 
(product) 5.62 5.02 

Table 4.5 Mean distance between COG of the six 
membered rings of the ligands and COG of the 

phenyl ring ofTYR 80 and TYR 123 

The H-bond analysis and pi interaction analysis (distance search) clearly suggest that 

these inhibitors predominantly use electrostatic and I or van der Waals (vdW) 

interactions to bond to RTA. The non-bonded interactions between ligands and RTA 

were calculated using the trajectories. These results are summarised in Table 4.6. 

(Only the total average interaction energies that are greater than -1 kcal/mol are 

included in this table). The relative orientation of the interacting amino acids and the 

ligands are schematically presented in the Figure 4.3- Figure 4.9. 
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Residue Ligand! A veraKe Interaction Energy (kcallmoD. 
900(1) Guanine (2) 9DO(3) 8M700(4) 700(5) Aclinine A denine(Bas e) 

~ Total VVVD ELEC Total VVVD ELEC Total VVVD ELEC Total VVVD ELEC Total VVVD ELEC Total VVVD ELEC Total VVVD ELEC 

~t 
TYR80 -7.50 -6.76 -0.73 -7.36 -5..55 -1.81 -1.12 -1.14 0.01 -4.33 -3.93 -0.40 -2.65 -2.38 -0.28 -8.75 -6.45 -2.30 -3.32 -2.43 -0.90 
VAL81 -9.80 -1.01 -8.79 -lD.83 -1.46 -9.37 -2.36 -0.45 -1.91 -6.92 -1.21 -5.71 
OLY 121 -1.40 -0.19 -1.20 -3.65 0.24 -3.89 -1.27 -0.61 -0.65 -2.09 -0.96 -1.13 -230 -0.47 -1.83 
ASN 122 -1.42 -0.36 -1.06 -2.49 -134 -1.15 -2.66 -0.82 -1.84 -2.61 -0.84 -1.76 -4.17 -1.45 -2.72 
TYR123 -5.96 -3.01 -2.95 -2.67 -0.72 -1.96 -2.06 -1.40 -0.66 -3.45 -2.37 -1.09 -2.00 -0.91 -1.10 -5.14 -4.12 -1.02 

>: lLE 172 -2.76 -2.89 0.14 -5.67 -3.52 -2.14 -1.36 -1.23 -0.13 -4.43 -4.57 0.14 
J, 

rr. AR0134 -3.07 -0.12 -2.95 -5.74 -0.14 -5.60 -1.04 -0.04 -1.00 
ASP 100 -1.06 -0.11 -0.94 -7.38 -0.16 -7.23 -1.83 -0.06 -1.76 

~.c 
r Total A -31.90 -14.34 -17.55 -33.32 -11.50 -21.82 -13.06 -4.D3 -9.03 -14.09 -6.88 -7.21 -15.11 -6.52 -8.60 -22.19 -13.19 -9.00 -14.93 -8.47 -6.47 

'v·c;" SER176 -1.16 -033 -0.83 
r'r. OLU 177 

f~ ARO 180 -7.04 -1.06 -5.98 -8.27 -0.24 -8.03 

tj,J~ " OLU 208 -17.50 0.53 -18.02 
TRP 211 -2.44 -1.75 -0.69 

::= TotalB 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -26.98 -2.28 -24.70 -9.43 -0.57 -8.86 """ 

'~ ~ ASP 75 -1.98 -0.24 -1.74 
ASN 78 -1.66 -1.20 -0.46 : PHE93 -1.69 -154 -0.15 

'i 
PRO 95 -217 -1.14 -1.03 
ASN97 .. ASP 124 -3.58 -0.30 -3.28 

~, ARO 125 -1.59 -031 -1.27 
4J PHE 168 -2.32 -2.00 -0.33 I' 
11 
l Total X 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.69 -1.54 -0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 -5.82 -2.58 -3.23 -1.59 -0.31 -1.27 -2.32 -2.00 -0.33 -3.58 -0.30 -3.28 

TotalABX -31.90 -14.34 -17.55 -35.D1 -13.04 -21.97 -13.06 -4.D3 -9.03 -19.91 -9.47 -1044 -16.70 -6.83 -9.87 -51.50 -17.47 -34.03 -27.95 -9.35 -18.61 
Ricin -36.78 -19.86 -16.92 -41.11 -18.14 -22.97 -24.25 -9.12 -15.13 -28.97 -16.91 -12.06 -2714 -13.28 -13.86 -57.46 -25.98 -31.48 -32.30 -14.57 -17.74 

Table 4.6. Average interaction energies between ligands and key amino acid residues 
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Arg 180 
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Adenine 

Tyr 80 

Tyr123 
Asn 122 

Ra,>~d on Ih~ d~gr.'e of RTA-ligand int~raClions, t\,O distinct ar~aS oj RTA hinding 

poeket w~"" ekarly id~ntili~d. Th~ first region consists of th~ residues 'I YR gO ,VAL 

8L GLY 121 . MiN 122, TYR 123 .ILF. 172, ,\RG 134. ASP 100. 'Ihe second 

r~gion has the residues SER 170. m.ll 177, ARG IgO. GLl] 208 and j Rf' 211. From 

this point onwards in thi~ discussion the first r~gion will be rderr~d 10 as region A 

and th~ second region as r~gion R. The,>,:: r~gions ar~ schemalically pr.'scnted in the 

Figure 4, 1 0 and th~y are highligh(ed in (he R i"A strUClure in Figure 4.11 
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ASN 122 NHo 

~~1 
ASP 100 

N~_; VAL81 <OB '-." " ~YR SO 

TRP211 '-__ 
< < 

OH OH 
GLU 208 

ARG 180 
GLU 177 

K.~iou Il 

Fi~u l-. 4.10 ",:hem"lie r<pr.,.ntatiQ" of r.~i,"\ A ""d IJ of RTA 
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The interaction energies given in Table 4.6 imply that region A and B are significant 

in binding of those inhibitors to RTA. For a example, 90% of substrate's (adenosine) 

interaction energy originates from the interactions with region A and B and all 

inhibitors bind to RT A via the interactions with region A. The binding of each ligand 

to RTA is described individually in the following sections (key to Table 4.3 on page 

72 is used to refer to atom numbers). 

4.4.2.1 Binding of 90G 

900 is the best among the selected inhibitors according to the experimental ICso 

values. The free energy perturbation results of this study place 900 at the same 

position in the inhibition hierarchy. The significant structural feature of this inhibitor 

with respect to the other inhibitors is the presence of oxygen at the 9th position. 

Binding of 900 occurs mainly via electrostatic and van der Waals interactions and it 

is facilitated by two key H-bonding sites. Both N3 and 09 receive H-bonding from 

amine hydrogen of VAL 81. However, the hydrogen bond between 09 and amine 

hydrogen of VAL 81 is intermittent in its nature whereas the N3 -VAL 81 (amine 

hydrogen) hydrogen bond is continuous. 

The binding of 900 occurs only via the residues in region A and it does not interact 

with any of the residues in region B. The residues TYR 80, VAL 81, and TYR 123 

are significantly involved in the binding of this inhibitor. The participation of ARO 

134 in binding of 900 is very remarkable as ARO 134 has not been reported 

previously as an active amino acid in RTA. The total interaction energy of 900 with 

region A is -31.90 kcal/mol. Over 50% of non-bonded interaction energy is 

electrostatic and the rest originates from van der Waals interactions. 

It can be clearly seen from Table 4.6 that the interactions with residues TYR 80, TYR 

123 and ILE 172 are predominantly vdW while the interactions with VAL 81 and 

ARO 134 are mainly electrostatic. The interaction energy time series of 900 with 

region A is presented in Figure 4.I2.A. It shows that 900-region A interaction is 

continuous and steady throughout the simulation period of 15 ns. 
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4.4.2.2 Binding of Guanine 

Guanine is the second in the inhibition hierarchy according to both free energy results 

from this study and the experimental ICso values. Binding of guanine to RT A is very 

similar to that of 90G. H-bond analysis showed that there is only a single H-bond 

involved in binding of guanine, which is formed between N3 and amine hydrogen of 

VAL 81. Therefore, it is apparent that the primary mode of binding of guanine is vdW 

and lor electrostatic interactions. Guanine interacts with RTA only via region A. and 

this interaction behaviour is very similar to that of 90G and to the rest of the 

inhibitors chosen for this study. In the binding of guanine, the residues TYR 80, VAL 

81, ILE 172 and ARG 134 play significant roles. 

The binding of guanine is predominantly by electrostatic interactions. The total 

interaction energy of guanine with region A is -33.32 kcal/mol and -21.82 kcal/mol of 

that is due to electrostatic interactions (Table 4.6). The time series of guanine - region 

A (Figure 4.l2.B) shows that interaction of guanine with this region is steady. As seen 

with binding of 90G, the involvement of ARG 134 is significant in binding of this 

inhibitor. 

4.4.2.3 Binding of9DG, 8M7DG and 7DG 

Inhibitors 9DG, 8M7DG and 7DG are the weakest among the selected RTA 

inhibitors. Based on the free energy perturbation results they can be ranked as 9DG > 

8M7DG > 7DG in inhibition power and this ranking is in perfect agreement with the 

experimental results. These inhibitors show ability to bind to RTA via interactions 

with region A. Furthermore, as observed with the inhibitors 90G and guanine, none 

of these inhibitors interact with region B. The interaction energies of these inhibitors 

with region A are significantly less when compared to that of 90G and guanine. 

Therefore, a clear relationship between their lower inhibition power and weak 

interactions with region A can be identified. 

Moreover, it can be seen from interaction energy time series of these ligands (Figure 

4.12 C, D,E for 9DG ,8M7DG and 7DG respectively) their interaction with region A 

is diminishing and approaching zero with time. 
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Therefore it can be conclusively stated that there exists a relationship between the 

interactions with region A and inhibition power of RTA inhibitors. It is attempted to 

rationalise this argument later in this discussion. 

RMSD (for the ligand) analysis, distance analysis (distance from COG ofTYR 80 to 

COG of the 6-membered ring of the ligand) and visual inspection of trajectories 

confirm that these inhibitors drifted away from the binding site with time. Therefore, 

caution was exercised when using and interpreting the average interaction energies 

presented in Table 4.6. 

4.4.2.4 Binding of Adenosine (Substrate) 

The binding orientation of adenosine was significantly different from that ofthe other 

ligands, possibly due to the presence of the ribose ring. The orientation of the base

ring of the ligands with respect to the regions A and B are shown in Figure 4.13. The 

special orientation of adenosine allows it to make more interactions with region B 

than any other inhibitor. 

The binding of adenosine occurs primarily via non-bonded interactions. H-bond 

analysis showed that there is only a single H-bond formed between RTA and the 

substrate, which was found between N 1 and amine hydrogen of VAL 81. The total 

average interaction energy of the substrate with ricin was -57.47 kcal/mol and -26.98 

kcallmoI out of that total energy originates from the interactions with region B. The 

residues TYR 80, VAL 81 and ILE 172 are the key contact points in region A for 

adenosine binding. In region B, ARG 180 GLU 208 and TRP 211 were identified as 

the key residues. The vdW interactions between the substrate and the region Bare 

negligible (-2.28 kcal/mol out of -26.98 kcal/mol) whereas the electrostatic 

interactions are quite significant (-24.70 kcal/mol out of -26.98 kcal Imol). 
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The residues TYR 80, VAL 81 are TYR 123 are the key residues involved in binding 

of product. The involvement of TYR 123 is noteworthy as it is only involved in 

binding of few ligands (90G , guanine and 8M7DG). The interaction of the product 

with TYR 123 is mainly by Van der Waals interactions. Moreover, the majority of 

region A-product interaction is vdW, as in binding behaviour of the substrate. The 

time series of region A-product interaction (Figure 4.12G) shows that the product has 

continuous interaction with region A. 

The interaction of product with region B is remarkable and this binding behaviour 

resembles that of the substrate. The vdW interactions with region B are negligible 

(-0.57 kcal/mol) whereas the electrostatic interactions are significant (-9.43 kcal/mol). 

The main interaction point for product to region B is residue ARG 180. This residue is 

proposed to be the acid (leaving group activator) in the proposed mechanism. The 

observed involvement of ARG 180 in binding of substrate (previous section) and 

product is corroborative of the anticipated role of ARG 180 in the proposed 

mechanism. 

4.5 Rationalising the Binding Behaviour 

It was attempted to understand the variation in the binding behaviour of different 

ligands (inhibitors, substrate and the product) using a selected set of analytical 

techniques. They are; analysis of the RMSD of the binding pocket, analysis of the 

movements of ligands about the centre of mass of the binding pocket and analysis of 

the electrostatic compatibility between the binding pocket and the ligands. 

Time series of the root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the binding site was 

calculated over the binding of different ligands. These results are presented in Figure 

4.14. According to the analysis of RMSD there are no significant structural changes 

occurring in the binding site due to the binding of different ligands. The changes 

observed in 90G and adenine base were not taken into account seriously as they did 

not follow a periodic pattern. Therefore, the binding pocket was considered as 

relatively "rigid". 
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According to the EPS of the binding site, the liga!lds with sufficient number of 

negative "hot-spots" on their EPS must interact with region A in a quite significant 

manner. 

The electrostatic contour map (ECM) of 90G shows that there are five localised 

minima at the positions 06, N7, C81, 09 and N3 (key to table 4.3 is used as the 

numbering key). Moreover, these minima (-0.20) in the electrostatic potential 

(negative hot-spots) are easily accessible. Therefore, it can be concluded that the high 

electrostatic compatibility between the inhibitor 90G and the RTA binding pocket's 

region A makes 90G a powerful RTA inhibitor. The distance from the centre of mass 

of the binding pocket (region A + region 8) and the centre of mass of 90G remains 

constant throughout the simulation length of 15ns (Figure 4.17). Therefore previously 

explained steady interaction of 90G with region A can be comprehended. 

Three localised negative areas around the atoms 06, N7 and N3 can be identified on 

guanine based on its ECM . These sites show the easy access to them and do not have 

any shielding effect from the adjacent positive sites. The lesser number of negative 

sites (3) on guanine when compared to the number of negative sites (6) on 90G 

suggest that guanine must have less electrostatic interactions with RT A. However, 

according to the interaction energy values shown in Table 4.6, the electrostatic 

interaction of guanine with region A is -21.82 kcallmol and it is 4.27 kcallmollarger 

than that of 90G. The wider/inflated negative sites which are easily accessible on 

guanine can be accounted for this observation despite the lesser number of sites. 

Owing to the powerful electrostatic interactions, this inhibitor remains inside the 

binding pocket throughout and therefore, acts as a powerful inhibitor. Guanine's 

unperturbed stay in the binding site is reflected in the centre of mass (active site) - to

centre of mass (ligand) distance analysis shown in Figure 4.17. 
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9DG has two distinct negative sites, one localised arou~d N3 and the other a diffused 

site in the region of the atoms 06, C5, N7 , C8 and C9. The negative site that is 

localised around N3 is easily accessible and therefore must playa significant role in 

binding to RTA. However, the diffused site is not easily accessible from certain 

points. The positive fields on the hydrogens at C9, C8 and N7 shield the underlying 

diffused negative region and therefore prevent access by any "negative seeking" 

residues in the binding pocket and this accounts for the weaker binding of 9DG in 

contrast to 90G and guanine. The distance analysis (Figure 4.17) shows that this 

inhibitor is mobile / less settled inside the binding pocket and it has drifted away from 

the centre of the binding pocket by about 2.00 A within the 15ns duration simulation 

time. 

The distribution of the negative sites on 8M7DG is very similar to that of 9DG. 

However, both its localised negative site on N3 and the diffused site around 06, C5, 

C7, CB and N9 are emaciated in contrast to these sites on 9DG. Specially, the 

shielding of the diffused site by the hydrogen atoms on C7 and N9 are much larger 

than the shielding seen in 9DG. Also, the localised negative site on N3 is shielded by 

the hydrogens on N7 and N2. Therefore, 8M7DG shows even less electrostatic 

compatibility with region A in comparison to 9DG, and this accounts for its lower 

inhibition power. As a result of the poor interaction with the binding site, this 

inhibitor moves out of the binding site gradually and this movement is reflected in the 

distance analysis results (Figure 4.17). 

Inhibitor 7DG has three electronegative regions (Figure 4.16). Two of them are 

localised on N3 and 06 and the other is diffused around C5, C7 and CB. However, 

except for the site on 06, the others are highly shielded by the positive fields of the 

nearby hydrogens. As a result 7DG has only a single easily accessible negative site 

and this makes it the weakest inhibitor. As a result of extremely low electrostatic 

compatibility with the binding site, 7DG does not stay in the binding site. This can be 

seen from the distance analysis results (Figure 4.17). 
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4.6 Conclusions 

This study has provided more insight into the understanding of the RT A binding 

pocket and its behaviour towards the binding of guanine-like inhibitors. In this study 

two distinct areas of RTA binding pocket were identified and the key amino acids I 

enzymatic contacts were clearly identified. The mode I nature of binding of selected 

inhibitors, reactants and products were clearly identified. Moreover it was found that 

the previously proposed idea of pi stacking of ligands between TYR 80 and TYR 123 

is very highly unlikely to occur. Hydrogen bonding was not found to play a 

significant role in the binding of the selected inhibitors. 

The results of this study indicate that RTA -ligand binding occurs mainly via van der 

Waals and electrostatic interactions. Therefore, electrostatic compatibility with the 

binding site (especially region A) is an essential feature of a good inhibitor. It was 

also seen from the results of this study, interaction with region B is significant in the 

binding process (as with substrate) as it contributes to very high electrostatic 

interactions. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that the guanine-like inhibitors can still act as RTA 

inhibitors when there is a sufficient degree of electrostatic compatibility with region 

A, while having the correct shape. It is proposed that any better RTA inhibitor must 

posses; (1) a higher degree of electrostatic compatibility with region A (2) an ability 

to interact with the region B effectively. The guanine-like inhibitors are therefore not 

suitable candidates for further pharmacophore developments as they do not satisfy the 

2nd condition mentioned above. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Conclusion and Future Work 

The primary objective of this thesis was to rationalise the inhibitory effect of the 

guanine-based ricin inhibitors. In order to achieve this objective, free energy 

perturbation methods were employed to rank the inhibitors. This ranking showed 

exceptional agreement when compared to the experimental inhibition results obtained 

from IC so values. 

Secondly, MD simulations were used to identify key amino acids present in the RTA 

binding site. This identification was then used improve understanding of the mode of 

binding of the different ligands to it. Further analysis of the MD runs revealed that 

electrostatic and van der Waals interactions play the dominant role in the binding of 

the substrate and selected inhibitors to RTA. These interactions also lead to the 

identification of two distinct regions of the RTA binding site (Region A and B). 

Since electrostatic interactions play a significant role in binding, the electrostatic 

compatibility between the binding site and the ligands was intensively examined. 

These results were then used to interpret the variation of the binding behaviour for 

different ligands. Accordingly, the inhibitors with an overall negative electrostatic 

potential were found to be more powerful owing to the high electrostatic compatibility 

with the region A of RTA. A direct relationship between the region A compatibility 

and inhibitory activity was established. 

The importance of the region B in RTA-ligand binding was discovered through the 

binding of the substrate and the product. The binding of the substrate to RTA is 

extensively supported by electrostatic interactions with the region B. Therefore, the 

region B was identified as the substrate-specific region of the RTA binding site. 

However, al1 selected inhibitors failed to interact with the region B and were thus 

poor inhibitors. 
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In conclusion, it is suggested that the guanine-like RTA inhibitors (i.e. the inhibitors 

that resemble the product adenine) can bind relatively strongly to RTA only if they . 
posses a higher degree of electrostatic compatibility with the region A of the binding 

site. However, since guanine-like inhibitors lack interaction with the region B it is 

proposed that they are not good candidates for further pharmacophore development. 

Development of better inhibitors for RTA requires a complete understanding of its 

reaction mechanism. The reaction pathway (mechanism) is the path that describes the 

movement ofa system (reactants) from one energy minimum to another (products) via 

a saddle point. It is a generally accepted fact that a chemical reaction is simulated 

ideally with quantum mechanical methods. However, for large systems such as 

proteins when all atoms are explicitly represented, quantum mechanical calculations 

become practically impossible. As a result, numerous alternative methods been 

developed to model chemical reactions. It is possible to identify three major 

approaches in these methods: They are the pure empirical approach, quantum 

mechanical - molecular mechanical (QMIMM) hybrid model and the Car-Parrinello 

approach [38J. In future studies the reaction mechanism of RT A is to be explored by 

the most appropriate of these methods. Complete understanding of the reaction 

mechanism and the transition state structure is necessary to allow proposals of new 

pharmacophores for RTA. 
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